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Events commemorate Holocaust tragedy
by Paula Finkelstein
contributing writer
Although about 50 years have passed since
the Allies liberated the gruesome Nazi
concentration camps, the memory of those who
perished there lives on.
To honor and commemorate the people who
died, JMU recognized Holocaust Remembrance
Day on Monday with activities and events
sponsored by two campus student groups.
B*nai B'rith Hillel. JMU's Jewish campus
organization, arranged a day of events in honor
of those who perished in the Holocaust 50 years
ago. Interfaith Campus Ministries also
sponsored the activities.
Monday's events included an all-day exhibit
in the Phillips Hall Ballroom displaying copies
of actual German documents collected by the
Library of Congress, pictures of victims in
concentration camps, and videotapes and
informative posters detailing the groups who
were killed and the numbers of lives taken.
Graduate student Raye Leigh Marion, who
assisted with the planning of the activities, said
Hillel students invited others to join in a
candlelight vigil on the commons where poems
were read "in remembrance and as a tribute to
the deceased." The vigil was followed by a
lecture from a Holocaust survivor in the
Phillips Hall Ballroom and a reception with the
speaker afterwards in Taylor Hall. Other
activities, such as the reading of short stories,
poems and the names of more than 6,000
Holocaust victims, were canceled due to rain.

Concentration camp survivor Anton Segore
spoke to a crowd of more than 400 about his
experiences in Germany, Hungary and Poland
during World War II, and about current
problems with anti-Semitism, bigotry and
hatred.
Junior Steven Hoffman, president of Hillel,
said he had planned for anywhere from 150 to
400 people to attend Segore's speech. He said
he was very pleased with the turnout.
Segore is a survivor of four concentration
camps in Germany and Poland — AuschwitzBirkenau. Buchenwald, Mauthausen and
Gunskirchen. He was liberated in 1945 while at
the Gunskirchen camp.
Although he lived in concentration camps
for only a little more than a year, Segore said he
has painful memories that have stayed with him
for a lifetime. As one of only three survivors of
his Hungarian family, he lives to tell his story.
"I will talk about [the Holocaust] as long as I
have a breath in me." Segore said. "I must stay
alive. I must lecture on it. I must tell future
generations."
Much of Segore's stories about his life in the
"death camps" focus on staying alive. "Survival
is the thing," he said. "You must survive. Each
and every day is a struggle to survive.
"I survived because of my attitude," he said.
"I adopted a positive attitude to stay alive,
because I must bear witness to the course of
history."
Segore discussed not only his personal
experiences, but other groups' as well. He
commented that Jews were not the only ones

IAN GRAHAMIslaffphotographer

Students proceed in a candlelight vigil Monday evening from the commons to
Phillips Hall Ballroom to hear Holocaust survivor Anton Segore speak.
persecuted by the Nazis during World War II.
Gypsies, homosexuals and the handicapped
were also victims of Nazi atrocities. In short,
anyone who did not fit the white, Aryan,
protestant prototype was subject to the wrath of
the Nazis.
In the second half of his hour-long lecture,

Segore concentrated on today's world
problems. He urged people to come together
without discrimination, prejudice or hate.
"Don't hate," he said. "So simple, but yet so
hard to understand. Stop hating, start healing,
see HOLOCAUST page 2

Math, science issues
addressed at forum
by Suzanne Compton
stqffwriter

m

In memonum

MAGGIE WELTER/MMVU- photographer

Father John Grace, Catholic campus minister, gives an address to the more than 800
people attending the memorial service of former football player John Kraus Monday in
Wilson Hall. Kraus died in an auto accident early Saturday morning. At press time, the
police had no additional information about the accident, which still leaves Carey Griffin, 28,
of Springfield, in critical condition at the University of Virginia Medical Center.

Several faculty members sporting
Faculty for Responsible Change
buttons joined members of the
administration and students to
discuss "The Future of Physics,
Math. CISAT and the Sciences at
JMU," on Monday.
About 55 students, faculty and
administrators attended the
informational forum in the Warren
Hall Highlands Room, which
addressed several aspects of
restructuring at JMU.
Guest speakers included Dr.
William Ingham, representative from
the faculty; Jenny Biondi. vice
president of the Student Government
Association and Dr. Norman
Garrison, representative from [he
administration.
Eddie Bumbaugh. who mediated
the forum, said the purpose was to
share information and answer
questions, not to debate the issues or
express opinions.
Jen Mabe, president of SGA. said
this was the first time SGA has
sponsored a forum. The Faculty
Senate and office of academic affairs
were also sponsors.
Ingham, a professor of physics.

spoke about the governance of the
university. "The symbol of presiding
is a gavel, not a hammer. If the
sciences and mathematics are to
thrive at JMU — indeed, if JMU is to
remain worthy of the name
"university' and of the name of the
father of the Bill of Rights — we
must move away from a command
style of governance — the virtual
'academic martial law' that has split
this institution for the past two years.
"Otherwise, the Board of Visitors
might just as well change the title of
our chief executive from 'president'
to 'supreme commander' and the
name of our institution from 'James
Madison University' to 'Degrees are
Us. Incorporated.'" Ingham said.
Biondi concentrated on the
student aspect. She discussed student
input, the channels curriculum
decisions go through and how these
decisions arc made. Biondi said she
wanted to help students better
understand what has happened at
JMU, what presently is occurring and
the direction JMU is moving toward.
Biondi gave several examples of
input from students and changes here
at JMU. "Students want a
comfortable challenge; they want a
see FORUM page 2
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Holocaust
continued from page 1
and we will have a better world.
"Finally, we are making
headway," Segore said, "slowly, very
slowly.
But
bigotry
and
discrimination are still with us."
Segore went on to point out that
Holocaust denial groups and other
"hate groups" are hard at work
waiting for the last generation of
Holocaust survivors to disappear so
there will be no one left to remember
the atrocities.
When this happens, Segore said
he fears more and more people will
believe the Holocaust never
occurred.
Fifty years have passed since
Segore came to the United States at
the war's end. Through it all, he said
he has granted forgiveness. "It would
be foolish of me to blame today's

German society, but I will never
forgive their grandfathers." he said.
Like many survivors, Segore said
he wants only for the world to never
forget what happened to so many
innocent men, women and children
50 years ago. "The Holocaust is not
just a Jewish issue; the Holocaust is a
human issue."
Segore said he truly believes if he
reaches just one person by lecturing
on his experiences and feelings, it
will be worth the effort.
Later this month, Segore will
participate in the 71st Division of the
U.S. Army's commemoration of the
liberation of the Passau, Germany,
and the Gunskirchen camps. The
ceremony will mark the 50th
anniversary of the liberation.
Hillel Executive Board member
Emily Levenson, who was president

of the group the last three years, said
she has assisted in planning for
Holocaust Remembrance Day in the
past and was responsible for most of
the planning this year. Her goal was
to "expand awareness and make
people think about the human side of
what happened," Levenson said.
"It's so easy to hear large numbers
but not to realize these people had
families and friends," Levenson said.
"[A speaker] adds a personal human
touch so people can connect at a
personal level. It's so easy to look
past."
Freshman Carrie Kutner, a
member of Hillel, has a grandmother
who survived the Holocaust and
speaks about her experiences. Her
grandmother, Esther Kutner, was the
guest speaker at JMU for Holocaust
Remembrance Day two years ago.

"The Holocaust is not just a Jewish
issue; the Holocaust is a human issue.

>>

Anton Segore
Holocaust survivor
Kutner said her grandmother's
goal is "to make people more
knowledgeable" about the Holocaust
and its effects.
Hillel Vice President-elect
Suzanne Hecht stated in a pamphlet
presented by Hillel, "It is our duty as
humans to make sure that the world
always remembers what happened
during those fateful years. It is also
our duty as a people to learn about
the Holocaust, so that all of us
together can learn from the mistakes

of the past so that we shall not repeat
them."
Whatever the reason, whether to
educate or to broaden minds.
Holocaust survivors will continue to
speak about their experiences for as
long as they are able.
Levenson said she hopes
Monday's activities will help people
put things more in perspective.
'There are so many things we take
for granted," she said. "Life is a
precious thing."

Forum
continued from page 1
skilled and marketable education, interactive hands on education,
knowledge and applied learning."
During the question-and-answer session, a member of the
audience asked Biondi if a "comfortable challenge" meant
students were seeking a less challenging course of study. She
responded, "Students said very, very challenging courses can
also be very discouraging and frustrating when they are also
trying to be involved in extracurricular activities."
Freshman Justin Voshell, who was also in attendance, said he
disagreed with Biondi.
"I would define challenge as a desire to learn," Voshell said.
"I am learning things that I did not know before, and there are
things I understand now that I never thought I would be able to
understand. It is comfortable because I know if I was completely
lost, my professors would help me and guide me and not feed it
to me."
Garrison, interim dean of the College of Science and
Mathematics, presented the administration's point of view.
"I am committed to making the sciences and mathematics the
best possible that we can attain," he said. The future of CISAT,
mathematics and sciences was also discussed.
Ingham said he is supporter of the basic rationale for the
College of Integrated Science and Technology. "There are many
students entering college who would benefit from substantial
study of science and mathematics, but who are not intending or
even inclined to pursue a traditional science degree."
Ingham said there are false notions dealing with the future of
the sciences and mathematics. "First, a false choice between
discipline-based and interdisciplinary teaching; second, the belief
that tradition and progress are incompatible; third, confusion of
assessment with accountability; fourth, the idea that collegiate
governance and timely change cannot coexist."
Biondi also discussed the Task Force on Science and
Mathematics. The task force works on space needs for the
university, increasing cooperation between colleges, designing
and delivering appropriate general education programs and
relocating faculty positions among the sciences to meet
enrollment pressures.
Garrison discussed the duties of the Task Force on Science
and Mathematics, and the physics program review.
The Task Force on Science and Mathematics has three
subcommittees which focus on organizational issues, resources
and productivity, and academic programs. The physics program
review is a group of faculty conducting a self-study and working
toward modifying the physics program. There will also be an
external study which will be held to also evaluate the situation.
Garrison said.
"I am optimistic that the necessary solution will be
forthcoming to deal with problems we now see and those that are
yet to come," Garrison said. "There will be other challenges

ANGELA SMTTWstaff photographer
Dr. William Ingham, professor of physics, speaks at
the forum The Future of Physics, Math, CISAT and
the Sciences at JMU' Monday in Warren Hall.
facing us and I am confident my colleagues will step up to the
plate and solve this problem."
Garrison also said the University of Virginia has expressed
interested in a "three-and-a-half and one-and-a-half program,"
meaning a student would attend JMU for three-and-a-half years
and receive a bachelor's of science degree in physics. Then the
student would transfer to UVa. for one-and-a-half years and
receive a masters degree in physics, Garrison said. This idea is
still in the very early stage, he said.
In an interview after the forum, Voshell said he declared his
major as physics last week. "I was really impressed by the
physics faculty's willingness to help me."
"I was disappointed in the announcement of Jan. 13 and my
first thoughts were to transfer because of the disregard of
anyone's input in curriculum changes," Voshell said. "I did not
want to have my name on a degree from a school that was
looking for downsizing options for popular majors and was

interested in eye-catching things instead of quality.
"I declared physics as my major last week after being assured
that the classes would still exist as long as I was here. I have the
desire to try and stick around and get as much of a good program
as I can," Voshell said.
Issues beyond math, science and CISAT were also discussed
at the forum.
Biondi spoke about why restructuring was taking place at
JMU as well as the impact of changes at JMU on students. She
defined objectives for restructuring and higher education as
defined by the State Council of Higher Education for Virginia
and the General Assembly.
These objectives include preparing for enrollment increases,
effecting long-term changes in faculty deployment, insuring
effectiveness of academic offerings and addressing funding
priorities as approved by the General Assembly, Biondi said.
Some changes were made as a result of restructuring include:
dropping the number of credit hours needed for graduation from
128 to 120, initiatives toward a 15 percent reduction in course
offering and implementing a trimester program by having
summer session, Biondi said.
Biondi said in May 1994, the Commission on Undergraduate
Studies was eliminated to give the colleges more autonomy
regarding curriculum changes.
Each department and college has its own Curriculum and
Instruction Committee which meets and discusses academic
issues and makes its own curriculum changes, Biondi said. Once
a curriculum change is approved by both the department and
college C & I committees, the change is posted on the VAX
bulletin board "Curric."
If no challenges are made to the proposal by other college C
& I committees, the course is sent to Dr. Bethany Oberst, vice
president of academic affairs for approval. If there is a challenge.
the colleges are supposed to work it out; if no solution can be
found the Undergraduate Curriculum Council was create to
handle such disputes.
After the forum. Mabe said she thought it was good to see
faculty, administrators and students come together and talk aboui
the issues of restructuring.
Kelley Grant, member of the SGA Communication and Public
Relations committee, said a bill was passed in an SGA meeting
saying more communication was needed between faculty,
administration and students.
The committee has met with representatives from the Student
Solutions Committee, Jeff Nobel, executive assistant to the
president, and Mary Perramond, speaker pro tempore of the
Faculty Senate, in order to organize the forum.
Mabe said the turnout was surprisingly good at Monday's
forum. "I think the low student turnout may have been due to
lack of publicity. We are thinking of sponsoring a forum on a
regular basis next year."
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Science museum moves into new home
by Maggie Welter
staff writer
After three years of being cramped in
Burruss Hall, the snakes, iguanas, butterflies
and other animal specimens that make up
JMU's Life Science Museum have a home of
their own.
The Life Science Museum has completed its
move to a new location in the recently
purchased Warren House, located behind
Anthony-Seeger Hall on Grace Street.
The museum has been closed since the
beginning of March when Dr. James K. Grimm.
a professor of biology who directs the Life
Science Museum, and his assistant, senior Dan
Ryan, started moving the exhibitions from
Burruss Hall to Warren House to prepare them
for display.
Opening day for the new location is set for
May 1.
Warren House was purchased by the
university in fall 1994 for the sole purpose of
housing the museum, which was only able to
display two-thirds of its contents in Burruss
Hall at one time because of space limitations,
according to Grimm.
"Dr. Carrier called me last summer and
asked me to meet him here," Grimm recalled.
'He asked me if I would like to have this house
for the museum. I said I would love to."
JMU President Ronald Carrier described the
museum as an "excellent learning tool." He said
MAGGIE WELTER/wmor photographer
he was "very pleased that the university is able
Dr.
James
Grimm,
professor
of
biology,
stands
in
the middle of the Ufe Science
to make the Warren House available for use by
Museum s exotic butterfly collection in the display room of the museum's new
JMU's Life Science Museum.
location in the Warren House on Grace Street The museum opens May 1.
"The museum is an outstanding facility that
provides a great service to JMU students, area
of the roles played by every animal and speakers. "If you want to hear a presentation on
elementary and secodary school students and
organism on this earth." Grimm said.
birds, we'll invite an expert — this is the type
the general public," Carrier said.
One of the new attractions is what Grimm of thing I am talking about," Grimm said.
According to Jenny Lyons, university real
called the "Theatre." This room will make use
In addition to more room, Grimm said the
estate buyer, the house cost $150,000.
of audio and visual equipment, such as new location will encourage more members of
With eight separate exhibition rooms, the
spotlights, to enhance the effectiveness of both the JMU and Harrisonburg communities to
house affords the opportunity for the museum
workshops and presentations.
visit the museum.
to house new and expanded exhibitions.
'The Theatre is going to be much better
"The Burruss location inhibited the local
Tnis enhances the museum's ability to
down here," he said.
community
from coming to see the museum
execute its mission of "teaching the importance
The Theatre will be used to host guest mainly because of parking — it was especially

difficult for school buses to park." he said.
School buses can park along side the museum
in the Anthony-Seegar parking lot.
One of the main functions of the museum is
to give tours to groups who use buses to get to
the museum, such as school and senior citizen
groups, according to Grimm.
Grimm said the museum already has tours
scheduled through the month of May.
According to Ryan, the tours are given by
students in Grimm's Museum Techniques
Class, Grimm and himself.
"This bigger location is going to allow us to
recreate the natural habitat of our specimens in
a much more realistic way for the kids," Ryan
said.
For those who want to visit the museum on
their own this summer, Grimm said it is best to
call ahead to make sure the museum will be
open, because although the sign outside of
Warren House lists open hours of nine to three,
Monday through Friday, Grimm said the hours
for the summer will be modified. He is still
unsure exactly what hours the museum will be
open during the summer.
Grimm said he also plans to host a special
open house after the museum gets going, but
has not yet chosen a date.
The move to Warren House is just the
beginning of the museum's growth in Grimm's
eyes, he said.
This week, the museum took part in the
Museum Assessment Program, which sends
individuals from bigger museums to smaller
ones to make recommendations for
improvement and growth.
Though Dr. Robert Wolk, director of
programs at the North Carolina State Museum
of Natural Sciences, had not yet written his
formal assessment of the museum, but he said
its future looks promising.
"I think the house is a major step forward
for expressing the potential of this museum,"
Wolk said.
He added he was extremely impressed with
what "Dr. Grimm has accomplished here, with
very few resources."
,

Black out leaves Village JMU Boy Sco\
in dark, disrupts events to travel, study
in Antarctica

by Kristin Butke
staff writer
Students living in the Village
rejoiced at the return of power
Saturday evening after missing
nearly 12 hours of hot showers,
televisions, fans, answering
machines, alarm clocks, and hall and
bathroom lights.
The power went out in the Village
area around 5:30 a.m. Saturday and
was returned around 7:30 p.m.,
according to Dave Meyers, an
electrical manager for the university.
The cable that shorted out initially
affected all of the Village dorms with
the exception of Frederikson Hall,
Meyers said.
James Auckland, director of
Facilities Management, said the fault
was in the section of cabling
somewhere between the substation
and the Village.
The major problem was that no
method existed to get the power back
up while workers were in the process
of locating and repairing the faulty
cable, he said.
"Because of the upgrade we're
making from a 5,000-volt system to a
23,000 system, which will solve
problems like the one we just had,
there were no back-up power
capabilities to help in this type of an
outage." Auckland said.

In order to determine the exact
location of the fault, the electricians
were forced to shut down the
remaining power that feeds the
backside of campus. Without
shutting off the other power, the
electricians would not be able to
enter the manholes, he said.
The shutdown included the loss of
power to Shorts, Chandler, Eagle and
Sonner halls and parts of Bridgeforth
Stadium from 6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. As

buildings before dark, he said.
"Electricians were here for over
12 hours trying to find the solution,"
Auckland said.
As a result of the power outage,
residents of the Village and the
Lakeside area, including hall
directors and resident advisers, were
faced with various complications
from issues as minor as not being
able to watch television to conflicts
as great as safety at night without

We couldn 't do anything around
here, so the entire day was lost.'
Jeff Dunn
White Hall resident
a result of this, the class reunions
planned to be held at Chandler Hall
and Sonner Hall, as well as a concert
at Godwin Hall, had to be relocated,
Auckland said.
"We then waited until 6 o'clock
and the end of the track roeet at the
stadium to turn off the power," he
said.
After cutting the power at 6 p.m.,
the electricians were able to enter the
manhole, locate and repair the
problem and restore the power to all

lights.
"We couldn't do anything around
here, so the entire day was lost," said
freshman Jeff Dunn, a White Hall
resident. "Anything in the
refrigerator spoiled, the bathrooms
were dark, the fans turned off, and
you couldn't take a shower until
seven or eight," he said.
Hall directors were talking about
see VILLAGE page 9

scientists there.
"Such an isolated place offers
staffwriter
unique chances for investigating
Penguins and glaciers may. the most natural.place on earth,"
seem alien to JMU, but they will he said. "It's free from
enter sophomore Kass Kastning's contamination by man, so it has a
life when he ventures across the - lot to offer."
world to participate in the 1995
Previous participants in the
United States Scientific Program program have studied seals and
in Antarctica.
penguins, examined glacier
This weekend, the Boy Scouts movement and analyzed ice to
of America selected Kastning, determine previous dim;
integrated science and technology according to Kastning.
major, to spend October to
Although he said he has heard
December in Antarctica pursuing stories about people dying on the
.ireh funded by the National isolated,
>ent,
nee Foundation. Kastning Kastnine
found out about the selection benefits outweigh the ris>f
Sunday.
"The overall challenge of
"I'm leaving everything else I going i.
'Xtreme
know behind," Kastning said.
environment to live is something I
"Going to live in such aa extreme want to bring back to share," he
land is such an opportunii
said.
know it will probably change my
Dr. Maurice Wolla, professor
life. And I'll always remember of integrate
and
technology, said Kastning should
yet know be able to sha.
exact role in the Antarctica with
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Art Pleased to Welcome Back

John Farrell, Master Storyteller
"How About You"
A Celebration of Songs and Storytelling
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A Morning of Entertainment for
Children of All Ages, Their Parents
and Adult Friends
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SATURDAY, APRIL 29TH
10-11 AM.
JMVS SONNER HALL

The Graduation Special
May 7-5

Free Parking P & G Lob

Seniors, bring in graduation
announcements and receive 50% off
a game of pool!!!
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This program has been recommended
by Ike President of the New York State
Reading Association, teachers, parents,
and students.

The Corner Pocket would like to thank all of
it's employees for a job well done, and
good luck to

Books, Tapes and CD's wilt be
available

^
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graduating seniors:
Katie Bennett
Amy Gibson

M.Ed., Crtaiivt Arts In Learning

COME JOIN THE FUN!
Free and Open to the Public
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Sunday 4/30

Ryan Madden
Chad Pollio
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DINING DIGEST
SUNDAY, APR. 30 - SATURDAY, MAY 6

Monday 5/1

Cream of Rice
Scrambled Eggs
Bacon. Pancakes
Cream of Potato Soup
Fried Chicken/Gravy
Mashed Potatoes
Wax Beans
Broccoli with Cheese Sauce

Beef Barley Soup
Turkey a la King
Hot Italian Beef Sandwich
Egg Noodles
Italian Green Beans
Com

Spinach Noodle Casserole

Vegetable Stew

Tuesday 5/2
Chicken Noodle Soup
Cheeseburger Mac
Chicken Patty Sandwich
Scalloped Potatoes
Peas & Carrots
Green Beans

Wednesday 5/3
Canadian Cheese Soup
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Broccoli/Mushroom
Quiche
Mashed Potatoes
Gravy
Kale
Mixed Vegetables

Vegetable Fajita

Thursday 5/4
Cheddar Broccoli Soup
Pizza
Chicken Fried Rice
Curly Fries
Oriental Vegetable Blend
Cauliflower au Gratin

Friday 5/5
Garden Vegetable Soup
Fish Sandwich
Beef Goulash
Au Gratin Potatoes
Com
Zucchini & Tomatoes

Mushroom Curry

Louisiana Bean Stew

Chicken Fiesta
BBQ Brisket of Beef
Baked Potato
Corn on the Cob
Green Beans

London Broil / Sherry
Mushroom Sauce
Baked Shrimp Noodle au
Gratin
Oven Browned Potatoes
Broccoli / Cauliflower with
Cheese Sauce
Peas
Shell Pasta & Vegetable
Casserole

Tex Mex Casserole
Meal Loaf
Gravy
Seafood Newburg
Wild Rice Blend
Glazed Baby Carrots
Asaragus

Chris Stuckey
Melanie Titus

Fried Fish
Chinese Roast Pork
Fried Rice
Broccoli Stir Fry
Sugar Snap Peas

Chicken Paprikash
Beef Burgundy
Egg Noodles
Mixed Vegetables
Spinach

Swedish Meatballs
Chicken Fritters
Rice
Broccoli Spears
Peas &. Mushrooms

Mixed Bean Creole
Vegetable Lo Mein

GRADUATION DAY
BREAKFAST BUFFET
OMELETTE STATION - BELGIAN WAFFLES
HOT BUFFET - BAGEL BAR
HOMEMADE BREADS ~ FRESH FRUIT BAR

Hungarian Noodle Bake

Vegetarian Chow Mein

Cheese Enchilada

SATURDAY, MAY 6, 1995
GIBBONS HALL, ENTRANCES4 & S
7:30 - 9:30 a.m.
MEAL PLANS ACCEPTED
GUESTS PAY $6.95 (plus tax)
NO RESERVATIONS REQUIRED

EXAM SNACKS
PC BALLROOM
Sunday. April 30
8:30 -10 p.m.
Monday, May 1 thru
Wednesday, May 3
8-10 p.m.

SPRING
SEMESTER
CLOSINGS
Closed Thursday 4/27

LAKESIDE
EXPRESS
Closes at 11 p m
on Thursday, 5/4

lU1'l'JL1*j
Closes at 3 p m
on Friday, 5/5

MRB^QREENS
Closes at 2 p.m
on Wednesday, 5/3
Closes at 2 p.m
on Friday, 5/5
Closes at 2 p m
on Friday. 5/5

■
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Noises from hiccups torment JMU student
An 11 week case inconveniences health sciences major, leaves doctors and Health Center baffled
by Sharon LaRowe
senior writer
It's a pterodactyl. It's an
ambulance. No, though these are just
a few descriptions junior Karen
Flannery has heard about her recent
case of the hiccups — an 11 -week
case.
Flannery doesn't just hiccup,
however. Her spasms of the
diaphragm are so piercing, she said,
listeners have categorized the sound
as one that might come from a dog,
pig, frog, hawk, fire alarm and even
the Screeching Eels from the movie,
"The Princess Bride."
"In choir class, I hiccupped and a
couple of girls down from me turned
around and said, 'Did you just
scream?'" said Flannery, a health
sciences major.
Though she gets strange looks and
is often asked if she can turn the
volume down on the sound — and
Flannery said she can't — the noise
can sometimes be useful. Her hiccups
are so loud, they served as an alarm
clock for one of Flannery's neighbors
in Gifford Hall who turned off his
alarm clock and fell back to sleep
one morning.
At first when people heard the
noise, she said they thought she was
just trying to get attention by playing
up her problem. After about four
solid weeks of hiccups, however,
"people had more concern for me,"
she said.
With that concern have come the
home remedies.
"People have been trying to get
me to try all kinds of things," to stop
her hiccupping, she said. Everything
from drinking water upside down to
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Karen Flannery has had hiccups for 11 weeks despite many suggestions on getting rid of them.
someone tells her to get a drink of water.
taking deep breaths. "People are just
Finally, the guard unlocked a room
like, 'Why don't you hold your water, she said.
The startled guard at the so she could get that drink of water.
breath?' but I can't hold my breath
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New
Water hasn't worked. Neither did
for the rest of my life."
York City, where she spent spring the Valium prescribed for her by the
Hallmate Tom Mirabella, a junior,
said he's actually taken off guard by break told her, "You need to get a Health Center, which told her there is
drink of water." When Flannery no medical explanation for her
Flannery's hiccups.
"Sometimes they scare me," he answered that she'd had the problem struggle with the spasms.
Donna Harper, director of the
said. "I think she needs to see a for a while and water wasn't going to
help, he insisted again and again, Health Center, said, "We certainly try
doctor."
But usually when she hiccups, "Really, you need to get a drink of to be a front line for students so they

don't have to go elsewhere."
In Karen's case, however, she
needed to see a specialist, she said.
Over the next week, she'll undergo a
number of medical tests and X-rays
to determine the origin of the
problem.
"Poor Karen. And especially at
this time of year," Harper said.
The
hiccups
are
nondiscriminatory. They come and
go as they please, she said, except in
her sleep, from 20 to 80 times a day.
And they put Flannery in some rather
unique quandaries.
Like the time she hiccuped during
a fund-raising auction at Intervarsity
Christian Fellowship. The auctioneer
accepted the bid, then backtracked
when he realized from where the
noise originated.
"I've had them in every class. I've
had teachers that stopped the class to
ask what the noise was," she said.
Though she's gotten used to the
interruptions, Flannery gets frustrated
at times, she said.
"It doesn't really bother me, but in
classes where I don't really know as
many people and [they] laugh at me,
that makes me feel like a freak."she
said.
Still, Flannery said she's
encouraged by all the people she's
met over the past few months as a
result of her hiccups — those kind
enough to introduce themselves and
express their concern for her wellbeing.
And as for those who just laugh
when they hear her, "Introduce
yourself," she said. "Say 'Hey.' It's
not something I can control. I'm not
doing it to get attention."

Interhall Council elections held Students present their research
at Undergrad Research Council
by Zeni Colorado
staff writer
As the end of the semester draws near,
members of the Interhall Council hold new
officer elections, reflect on the past year's
activities and plan future improvements.
IHC officer elections took place on April 16,
according to former IHC Vice President Matt
Beekman.
The following students were elected as
officers for the upcoming 1995-'96 academic
year: Ted Murphy, president; Harry Kraeter,
vice president; Heather Nelson, secretary;
Kristy Weeks, treasurer; Mary Ann Psi,
historian and Dave Dutrow, national
communications coordinator.
According to Beekman, anyone living on
campus is eligible to run for IHC elections.
Members of IHC, usually the president from
each residence hall, nominate candidates for
election, he said. Candidates are then required
to write a platform and present it to IHC.
For the election itself, each hall receives one
vote, Beekman said. The president usually
votes on behalf of the hall.
Murphy, a freshman, said, "I think it's an
honor and a pretty big responsibility."
Murphy's plans for the new year include
more student involvement on campus and a
greater awareness of the IHC and what the IHC
does.
Kraeter, a sophomore, said he would like to
make changes concerning freshman
programming.
"I'd like to get groups such as CARE and
upperclassmen to come in and talk more with
the freshmen about rape on campus and the
honor code," he said.
Kraeter said he also feels it is necessary to
change the visitation policy.
"I'd like to work on changing it or getting

rid of it — whatever works," he said.
According to the Nov. 17 issue of The
Breeze, the new visitation policy, which went
into effect the last week of October, changed to
9 p.m.-1:30 a.m. weekdays and 9 p.m.-3:30
a.m. on weekends.
Beekman said, "We are working to have it
changed to a 24-hour visitation policy, but
nothing is positive yet."
Goals for freshman and treasurer-elect
Weeks include continuing to establish IHC as a
financially independent organization.
According to former IHC President Doug
Sweeney, IHC financially broke away from the
Student Government Association early this
semester.
Up until this semester, IHC has been
affiliated with the SGA through funding,
Sweeney said. The amount of money IHC was
receiving from the SGA was not enough, he
said. IHC received $2,100 from SGA last year,
according to the April 28, 1994 edition of The
Breeze.
"This isn't something that we sat down and
talked to anyone to," Sweeney said. "We just
didn't submit a budget, and basically we are on
our own."
"We have control of our own accounts now,"
he added.
Kraeter said now IHC doesn't need to submit
a budget and get SGA approval to spend
money. IHC now raises money through fund
raisers and uses that money "whenever we want
and however we want," he said.
IHC members seemed very pleased with the
year's activities.
Weeks said, "This year's Executive Board
did a good job with a lot of good activities and
programs to get people involved."
According to Murphy, last year's Executive
Council did a great job.
"I have some big shoes to fill," he said.

could participate in the conference.
Students gave their presentations to an
audience of students and faculty from the
Research is often hard and time-consuming, represented colleges, she said.
but for some students the work has paid off.
Amenta worked with three students on
This year, 13 undergraduate students were their research and said faculty often get
accepted to attend the National Conference on involved with the work of their students.
Undergraduate Research from April 20-22 at
Senior Jennifer Condon presented her
Union College in Schenectady, NY.
research in the field of chemistry and said she
Students representing the fields of biology, thought it would also help her in other areas.
chemistry, geology, philosophy, history,
"I figured it would give me experience
international affairs and Russian presented their working with chemicals and instruments in
papers or poster presentations at the conference. my major," she said. She also said the
The conference began in 1984, and JMU has research and attendance at the conference will
been sending students since 1989, according to look good when it comes time to applying for
Dr. Donna Amenta, associate professor of graduate school and for jobs.
chemistry, who accompanied students to the
Amenta said she agreed extensive research
conference and heard their presentations. She projects like these help students.
said she was proud of their performances.
"It is a frosting on the cake for your
"They all practiced and were very undergraduate experiences," she said.
professional and answered questions well," she
Senior Gloria Hwang said it took a full
said.
year to complete her research in the field of
Undergraduate students from 288 colleges philosophy. She said she was first motivated
and universities nationwide were at the to do research because of "personal
conference. Among the schools represented exploration."
"If you do something like this, you really
were California Institute of Technology in
Pasadena, Calif, and Harvard University in get to grapple with issues," she said.
Cambridge, Mass., Amenta said.
The faculty were willing to "guide" and
Students wanting to present their work at the "push" her along in her research, she said.
conference first had to write an abstract and fill
Hwang said she enjoyed the conference
out an application form. Amenta said.
because it gave her a chance to talk to many
The students went through two review people and find out where their work was
processes before they could attend the taking them."It was cool to see people take
conference, she said.
their research and apply it to social
First, a committee of JMU faculty in the problems," she said. "They showed they were
specific discipline reviewed the work, she*said. not just merely academic scholars."
If accepted, the work was sent to a committee
Amenta said some students' work would
of the National Conference on Undergraduate be selected to be published in the
Research who then notified the students who conference's journal, NCUR Proceedings.
by Mitzi O'Rear
staff writer
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Are you going
to forget your
friends when
you leave JMU?
Of course not. Just because you're graduating doesn't

YES, you can

sors, and other people who made your life memorable. And

have a career

just because you're leaving JMU doesn't mean you need to

and job you'll love!
■ Culinary Arts ■ Office Computer
Travel & Tourism ■ Hotel & Restaurant Management

0
For complete details on ATI,
financial aid and ATI
Scholarship Awards, call today.

mean you're going to forget about the friends, profes-

/m CAREER
{111 INSTITUTE
703-821-8570
7777 Leesburg Pike
falls Church, VA 22043

University Program Board
announces

MASTERCARD ACTS
MASTERCARD

forget your credit union. Your credit union membership can
move with you, wherever you go. And when you need an
auto loan, home loan, or investment program, we'll be there
for you with the most competitive rates around. For more
information on credit union membership, call 568-7831.

(3

CommonVfealth One
Federal Credit Union
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MELROSE
MANIA!

ACTS
mum COLLEGIATE TALEH1SEAKH
Wilson Hall Auditorium
iURSDAY, OCTOBER 19. 1995
cash prizes, opportunities for national recognition

WATCH FOR AUDITION
ANNOUNCEMENTS NEXT FALL!

m the wall it
Room 404 Taylor Hall
Movie theatre popcorn provided
Don't; deny your passion for trash!
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A suntan is a sign of skin damage
Many people think a suntan is healthy, but a tan is a sign of
skin damage. Sun tanning can lead to premature aging and skin
cancer. To help prevent skin damage, a hat and sunscreen with
an SPF of IS or higher should be used, especially during the
mid-day hours when the sun is strongest.
Rockingham Memorial Hospital Regional Cancer Center,
local dermatologists and The American Cancer Society will
offer free skin cancer screenings on May 13,1-4 p.m.
If interested, register in advance by calling Healthsource at
433-4580.
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POLICE
by David Hurt
police reporter
Campus police report the following:

Personal Abuse
• A student was charged judicially with personally abusing another
student in H-lot at 12:30 a.m. April 21.

LOG

Destruction of Public Property
• Unidentified individuals allegedly broke a kitchen door glass in the
Sigma Pi fraternity house between April 17 and April 19. The
damage was possibly caused by a BB gun.
The report to police was delayed.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly painted graffiti on fraternity and
sorority houses on Greek Row at 9:15 a.m. April 22.

Petty Larceny
Dangerous Practices/ Failure to Comply with

Official Request

• A student was charged judicially after failing to comply with an
official request in McGraw-Long Hall at 5:56 p.m. April 21.
The student was charged at the request of a hall staff member.

Recovered Stolen Property/ Unauthorized Use

NEWSFILE

American Red Cross blood drive
to help victims in Oklahoma City
Because of the disaster in Oklahoma city, the American Red
Cross will be holding a blood drive in the Harrisonburg
community. The blood drive will be held at Turner Ashby High
School on April 28 from noon-4 p.m.

Storyteller to visit JMU April 29
Storyteller John Farrell will present songs and storytelling
April 29, Sonner Hall, at 10 a.m. FarreU's presentation is titled
"How About You: A Celebration of Songs and Storytelling."
Farrell holds a master's degree in creative arts in learning
from Lesley College in Cambridge, Mass. He has served as a
consultant for educational publishers and regularly performs in
schools throughout the northeast.
Admission is free and open to the public. Parking will be
available in campus lots P and G, located near Sonner Hall.

'Golden Key to Finals' contest
The Golden Key National Honors Society is holding a
"Golden Key to Finals'* contest today on the commons from 11
a.m.-2 p.m.
Students may pick up a golden key coupon on the commons,
and can be redeemed in the Warren Hall post office area. Each
key has a different number code and is a winner. Some keys will
match the code of a treasure chest for students to win a surprise
treasure. Prizes include candy, drinks, coupons and much more.
Golden Key National Honors Society wishes all students
good luck on final exams.

Computer programming course to
be offered during summer session
A six-week summer session course in digital computer
programming will be held June 19-July 28. Classes will be held
Monday through Thursday from 9-11:45 a.m.
The Turbo Pascal programming language will be taught with
emphasis on problem solving skills and algorithmic thinking.
The course does not required prior experience with computer
programming.
Enrollment forms may be obtained from the Office of
Continuing Education and External Programs in the Paul Street
House on campus.
For more information, call Jean Rissler at x2777 or x2770.

Former U.S. Secretary of State to
speak at JMU commencement
Lawrence S. Eagleburger, former U.S. secretary of state, will
speak to more than 1,900 graduates during May 6
commencement exercises in Bridgeforth Stadium. JMU
President Ronald Carrier will also speak during the ceremony,
which will begin at 10 am.
Prior to the commencement ceremony, coffee and doughnuts
will be available beginning at 8:30 a.m. on Godwin Field.
- College ceremonies will be held in the following locations:
College of Letters and Sciences, Bridgeforth Stadium; College
of Business, Convocation Center; College of Communication
and The Arts, Godwin Hall; College of Education and
Psychology, Quad; and College of Integrated Science and
Technology, Taylor Hall Field.
**

• Two students were charged judicially with the theft and
unauthorized use of keys in Weaver Hall at 12:03 a.m. April 25.
The keys reportedly were stolen from a housekeeper April 19.
The students allegedly used the keys to gain entry to a
housekeeping closet.

• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole three orange-and-white
traffic barrels from the construction site on Village Lane April 21.
The report to police was delayed.

Fire Department Response
• The fire department responded to an alarm at Garber and
Chappelear halls at 6:49 p.m. April 24. The Garber Hall boiler
reportedly was out of adjustment, producing excessive smoke. Due
to the smoke, a Chappelear Hall staff member pulled the alarm,
thinking smoke was coming from Chappelear Hall.

Kitchen Fire

Threatening Phone Call

• The fire department responded to a kitchen fire in Garber Hall at
1 28 a.m. April 24. A plastic lid reportedly was left on the range top.

• An unidentified individual allegedly made a threatening phone call
to a resident of Wine-Price Hall at 5:41 p.m. April 21.

Trash Can Fire

Harassing Telephone Calls

• The fire department responded to a trash can fire in the Shorts
Hall laundry room at 3:14 a.m. April 24.

• Unidentified individuals allegedly made a series of harassing
telephone calls to a residence hall at 11:45 p.m. April 24.
The incident is under investigation.

Unauthorized Use of University Document/
Possession of Another's Operator's License
• A student was charged criminally with possession o( an
operator's license not belonging to that student and charged judicially
with unauthorized use of a university document in G-lot at 3:28 a.m.
April 22.

False Fire Alarm
• Unidentified individuals allegedly burned paper to activate the fire
alarm in Huffman Hall at 3:52 a.m. April 23. An investigation
continues and judicial charges are pending.

Underaged Consumption

Destruction of Public Property/ Trespass

• A student was charged judicially with underaged consumption on
the Lakeside service drive at 11:54 p.m. April 21.
• A student was charged judicially with underaged consumption
after reportedly being observed stumbling along Bluestone Drive
near the WVPT television station at 11 32 p.m. April 21.

• An unidentified individual allegedly threw a rock through a window
in College of Integrated Science and Technology Modular Unit No. 5
and entered the structure at 7:30 p.m. April 21.

Number of drunk in public charges since Jan. 10:37
Number of parking tickets issued between April 21 and April 26:589

Thursday
• Phi Mu Alpha Lunchtime Recital Series, Taylor Hall, rm.
405, noon.
• JMU EARTH meeting. Taylor Hall, rm. 404.5 p.m.
• Yoga class, Godwin Hall, rm. 20S, 5:15 p.m.
• University Program Board sponsors "The Last Seduction,"
Grafton Stovall Theatre, 7 and 9:30 p.m.
• Asian American Association meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 404,
7 p.m.
• JMU Skate Night. Skatetown USA, 7:30 p.m. Free
admission with JAC card and skate rentals are Si.
• Campus Crusade for Christ, "Prime Time," Miller Hall, rm.
101,8 p.m.
• ■ Young Democrats sponsors debate between two Virginia
delegates, Taylor Hall, rm. 306,8 p.m.
• Muslim Coalition meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 400,8 p.m.
• JMU Student Brass Quintets, Anthony-Seeger Auditorium,
8 p.m. Admission is free.

Saturday
• "How About You: A Celebration of Songs and Storytelling"
with master storyteller John Farrell, Sonner Hall, 10 a.m.
Admission is free.
• University Program Board sponsors "Higher Learning,"
Grafton Stovall Theatre, 7 and 9:30 p.m.
• "Moonlight Serenade" semi-formal dance, Catholic Campus
Ministry House, 9 p.m.-1 a.m., $6 for admission.

Friday
• READING DAY - NO CLASSES

• Retirement reception for textbook and merchandise
managers, JMU Bookstore, 11 a.m.-1 p.m.
• University Program Board sponsors "Higher Learning,"
Grafton Stovall Theatre, 7 and 9:30 p.m.

Sunday
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ALLERGY INJECTIONS
The JMU Health Center will continue to offer
allergy injection* through May ana
Summer Sessions. To receive more information,
Call x6l77.
MAY AND SUMMER HOURS
Mon Jay - Fri Jay 8 AM - 5 PM
Close J Saturday & Sun Jay

Good jobs available as a public school
library media specialist at all educational
levels. James Madison University offers a
Master's of Education degree with a major
in school library media services. Degree and
licensure requirements vary based upon an
individual s undergraduate preparation.
For more information, contact:
UhKURy Science PnogRam
lames Madison UniveRSijy
Hamisonhimc. VA 22807
(703) 568-6486
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Courtney Adams
Melanie Aebli
Adrienne Alberts
Eileen Amaldo
Anitra Archer
Reed Baker
Jennifer Barber
Angie Barger
Roger Barnes
Virginia Barnes
Jill Barnard
Emily Beard
Daniel Benninghoff
Kristie Bissell
Tim Bitter
Jennifer Blais
Craig Blass
Ann Bolen
James Bolton
Thomas Breitbeil
Elizabeth Brice
Valery Bryan
John Buckley
Jennifer Burke
Jennifer Burwltz
Chris Campbell
Anne Carroll
Becca Caven
Maureen Chapman
Tim Chase
Una Cho
Brian Christin
Aaron Church
Casey Collier
Amy Conroy
Melissa Copeland
Elyse Costello
Rachel Coumes
Maureen Cunneen
Regan Dillon
Jessica Dittmar
John Denius
Nicole Eades
Andrea Earle
Scott Eckels
Tanya Einarson
Jennifer Esser

Kristin Flewelling
Natalie Fishbaugh
Michelle Ford
Chuck Fox
Debra Frutchey
David Ginn
Mindy Godding
Cristine Gollayan
Mike Gordon
Karen Gurick
Liz Greenburg
Nancy Gross
Stu Halsall
Christian Hancuff

Katie Keeler
Caffray Keller
Katie Kenyon
Lena Kim
Meredith Lamont
Todd LaPlante
Liz Lausten
Seth Lawlor
Jason Lev
Julie Lewin
Sarah Lindgren
Tanya Llewllyn
Paul Lutz
Christine Main

All Recreational
Activities facilities,
including the
Godwin Wellness
(enter, \\ ill Inclosed on
Saturday, April 29.
Heather Hain
Chrissy Harrison
Meg Hauck
Kara Hee
Paige Held
Heather Hellmuth
Neil Hemby
Ginnie Henry
Amy Herbster
Amy Higgins
Creedence Holzmacher
Robert Hoffman
Krystal Horst
James Howard
Aimee Howie
Shayna Hughes
Brian Hutchinson
Paul Hutter
Brian Jackson
Kevin Jackson
Erica Jeffares
Heather Jones

Beth Mandable
Meg Martin
Ginnie Mason
Wendy McElwee
Mary Anne McFerren
Shaine McMahan
Shelly McMinn
Colleen Meehan
Jahan Moghadam
Sara Morgan
Heather Mullen
Carol Lynn Mulshine
Scott Nelson
Carey Nicodemus
Kris O'Neill
Beth Owens
Kia Painter
Jason Paulin
Vince Petrolle
Charleen Pine
Kim Plaugher
Allison Poole

Dara Pouchet
Aaron Pritchett
Leann Prosniewski
Amy Radigan
Scott Rao
David Reid
Quincy Roberts
Bill Roche
Brenda Lou Samuel
Brent Sanders
Merilla Schertzer
Victoria Sedlecek
Jim Sexton
Tami Shackleford
Jen Shurbet
Shannon Skurdal
Una Slaiby
Betsy Smith
Hunter Smith
Tara Smith
Nicole Socha
Christian Solomine
Jeramy Spitzer
Laquisha Stephens
Michelle Stockunas
Oamon Symonds
Lori Strottman
Tanya Tatum
Rob Taylor
Nick Tempest
Jennifer Thomas
Robbie Torrijos
Emily Trott
Becky Tufts
Shirley Turner
David Ullman
Jennifer Vuong
Maureen Watson
Olivia Weisbard
Michaeleen Williams
Cindy Wilson
Rachel Woodall
Ronald Yeaw
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Village

continued from page 3

the possibility of having to evacuate 'students if
the electricity was not back on by night.
One problem for those students living in the
Village was finding a place to take a hot
shower. Many residents of the Village took
refuge in the showers of friends living in other
halls, while others waited until the electricity
was restored later in the evening.
"It bothered me because there was no hot
water, and we couldn't see anything in the
hallways or bathrooms," said freshman Amy
Lauchert, a White Hall resident. "Me and my
roommate went to Eagle to take showers."
Some courageous residents of the Village
decided to resort to desperate measures — they
attempted to brave the cold showers.
"I tried to take a cold shower but failed
miserably," said sophomore Laura White, a
resident of Ikenberry Hall. "I finally went to my
brother's girlfriend's to take a shower."
Students living in the Village who were
taking the Business Law 218 exam on Saturday
morning were also affected by the loss of
power.
To sophomore Graham Farbrother, a
resident of Hanson Hall, no electricity meant no
alarm clock to wake him up at 8:30 a.m. for the
exam.
"I had planned to wake up at 8:30, but I just
happened to wake up at 6:30 and notice that the
clocks were out," he said. "I sat up for the next
two hours trying to stay awake so I could make
the exam. It was a hassle, and I was angry."
Other residents of the Village who attended
the Kappa Alpha Instillation Ceremony on
Saturday evening were also inconvenienced by
the loss of power and were forced to find
alternative plans for showering.
Garber Hall resident freshman Liz Dowling
had to take a shower and use the electrical
appliances in a friend's room at Hillside Hall in
order to get ready for the formal.
"It's hard enough to get ready for a formal in

a dorm bathroom, never mind having to walk
across Hillside field in curlers and heels to
come back to my dorm and finish getting
ready," she said. "It's a huge inconvenience
when the dorm bathroom has no lights."
Freshman Kimberly Doyle, who also
attended the Kappa Alpha Installation
Ceremony, was faced with the similar problem
because of the loss of power at Dingledine Hall.
"Luckily, I had rented a room at the
Sheraton and could get ready there because the
water was freezing here, and there were no
curling irons or hair dryers," she said. "It was a
big fiasco."

really happening because many people were out
and no answering machines were working. The
announcing system in the dorm was out too, so
we couldn't make any announcements."
Because the Village hall directors and RAs
were uncertain about the time the power would
be returned, the issue of safety at night became
a major concern.
According to Auckland, the emergency
generators were running throughout the
duration of the power outage to maintain safety
in the buildings through hallway and stair
emergency lights.
Casey Blankenship, hall director of Garber

Luckily, I had rented a room at the Sheraton
and could get ready there because the water was
freezing here, and there were no curling irons or
hair dryers. It was a big fiasco.
Kimberly Doyle
Dingledine Hall resident
Frustration was also experienced by those
residents of the Village who were unsure why
the power was out and were not notified as to
when it would return.
Freshman Berkeley Carter, resident of
Weaver Hall, said, "It was an inconvenience,
and we should have been informed so we could
make other arrangements.
"Word should have been sent through the
RAs as to why it happened and what was going
on," he said.
Rachel Smart, an RA in Huffman Hall, said,
"People were getting frustrated and kept
calling, but we really didn't know what to tell
them. There was no way to find out what was

GET EM
OFF YOUR
BACK

Hall, said, "I was beginning to worry about the
power being turned back on before dark
because it is not safe to have no lights and no
power in the dorm at night."
Many students living in the Village also
expressed frustration because this was the
second time the loss of power had occurred.
According to Auckland, a loss of power on
April 6 was similar to the recent power loss in
there was no back-up power to temporarily
restore the electricity. The April 6 power loss
lasted about five hours.
"With that problem, we were able to identify
the problem quickly, and there was not the long
waiting as there was on Saturday," he said.

Happy Hour Fitness Class:
Outdoor Workout
Friday, 4/28, at 5:15 p.m.

Exam Schedules
Issue Room, Weight Room,
Racquetball/Squash Courts

Exam Schedules

Fri.4/28
Sat. 4/29
Sun. 4/30
Mon. 5/1 -Wed. 5/3
Thur. 5/4
Fri. 5/5-Sun. 5/7

Fit 4/28, Tues. 5/2, Thur. 5/4

JiHU
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Play the Midas Touch and you could
win a semesters worth of free textbooks!
Dates: Thirs., April 27-Fri., May 5
in the Highlands Room
(Also on May 1-3 in the Center for
Off Campus Living and Mr. Chips)

JMU Night at Skatetown USA
Free admission with JAC;
skate rental only $1.
Thursday, 4/27, 7:30-10 p.m.

1-6 p.m.
Closed
1-9 p.m.
3-9 p.m.
3-7 p.m.
Closed

Fri. 4/28-Sat. 4/29 Closed
Sun. 4/30
2-4 p.m.
Mon. 5/1-Wed. 5/3 Noon-1 p.m.
& 7-8:30 p.m.
Thur. 5/4-Sun. 5/7 Closed

Godwin Wellness Center
Fri.4/28
Noon-6p.m.
Sat. 4/29
Closed
Sun. 4/30 .
1-9 p.m.
Mon. 5/1-Wed. 5/3 Noon-9 p.m.
Thur. 5/4
Noon-7 p.m.
Fri. 5/5-Mon. 5/8 Closed
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Fri.4/28
Sat. 4/29
Sun. 4/30
Mon. 5/1-Wed. 5/3
Thur. 5/4
Fri. 5/5-Sun. 5/7

Pool

Exam Schedules

ihe G
cl

Noon-6p.m.
Closed
I-9 p.m.
3-9 p.m.
3-7 p.m.
Closed

Gym

12:30 p.m. Step Aerobics
3:30 p.m. Fat Burn

We bay oil books with current Market vafot
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All Classes at
Hillside Fitness Center

Mon. 5/1, Wed. 5/3
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and technology majors.
"I would took for him to bring back a lot of
research and relate it to the whole area of the
environment here," Wolla said.
"One could gel a very good handle on
applications of sciences and dealing with
interdisciplinary, multi-dimensional problems,"
Wolla said
Although Kastning will miss a semester of
classes at JMU, he and Wolla will determine a
way for him to receive special project credit to
help him pursue his degree, Wolla said.
Kastning said, "On my road to becoming a
science educator or research scientist, this will
be able to aid me in my career."
With two parents as geologists, Kastning
said his interest in science started early in life.
His award-winning high school science projects
studying ground water in caves contributed to
his selection for the Antarctica trip.
Earlier this month Kastning received the
Boy Scouts' Hornaday Silver Medal for
Distinguished Service to Natural Resource
Conservation for his work with educational
outreach programs targeting illegal dumping in
Virginia, he said.
Of the 153 Eagle Scouts who applied, scout
officials narrowed the list to three candidates
based on their academic achievemenis and
overall Boy Scout records.
Because of Antarctica's harsh environment,
candidates' wilderness-survival skills played a
role in the selection process as well. Kastning
said.
He said judges told him he emerged as the
winner because of his public speaking abilities,
his capability of representing the Boy Scouts
well and his extensive science background.
The Boy Scouts only provide this
opportunity to one young man between the ages
of 17 and 21 every three years. Kastning will be
the eighth participant in the program's history,
he said.
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12:30 p.m. Fat Burn
3:30 p.m. Step Aerobics

Once youVe finished with your textbooks, why pock em
around. Research shows you'll probably never open them
again Cosh fhem in while ihey still hove market value

continued from page 3

Recreational Activities

Jamas Madison

University

568-6669
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Best of luck and success as
you graduate!
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Have your
cus torn ers
left you in
the dark?
Find the light!
Check out Breeze
Advertising
For rate information call
Maggie Mayall
at 568-6127

GO FAR
IN THE
AIR FORCE.
Learn how far the
Air Force can take
m~
vc in If you're a college
you.
* graduate, you may qualify
for Air Force Officer Training
School. After completing Officer
Training School, you can become a
commissioned Air Force officer
with:
• great starting pay
• medical and dental care
• 30 days vacation with pay per
year
• management opportunities
Go far in a career as an Air Force
officer. Call
AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES
1-8O0-423-USAF = ==-=

'-ens—

COUNTRY & WESTERN
DANCE LESSONS & OANCS
Non-Alcoholic & No Age Limit
Dances Every Fri. & Sat. Night
8 p.m. - 9 p.m. Lesson
9 p.m. -12 midnight Dance
$5 per person
Line Dances, 2-Step
Waltz & More.

THEROUNC-UF'
Rt. 42 South
Harrisonburg,
3£OBCCA

Instructor Charlie Sutton

433-8170

»

.
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CONGRATULATIONS SENIORS!

The Alumni Association of James Madison University
cordially invites you to participate
in the Candlelighting Ceremony
to honor the Class of 1995
and induct you into the Alumni Association
Friday, May 5th
at 8 p.m.
on the Quad
James Madison University
Please use the membership card mailed with your invitation for admission
to the Candelighting Ceremony. Casual attire requested. For additional
information call ext. 6234.
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Dart...
A get-the-lead-out-of-your-ass dart to those
students who amble across Main Street believing the
crosswalk relieves them of any need to move at
anything but a snail's pace. This ain't California, and
some redneck with a lead foot is going to smack you.
Sent in by a redneck who has had enough.

Pat...
A glad-you-guys-are-sanitary pat to the women of
Hillside Hall 3A who were so kind to clean up
someone's puke in the bathroom. You guys took the
initiative when no one else would and helped your
fellow hallmates have a puke-free experience while
taking showers.
Sent in by residents of 3A who were not looking
of man recommends troops for a battle he doesn't believe
they can win. The veterans may now hate him for calling forward to two more weeks of puke sitting in the
their efforts, and what work they did, a mistake. The lives bathroom.

McNamara's confession late
The Vietnam War was supposed to be the war to end
all wars, but instead, three million people gave their
lives to a cause most didn't understand. They were
lighting for a government which told them that it
was the right thing to do. Now the man who was the fighting
force behind the war, Robert S. McNamara, has written a
memoir, "In Retrospect: The Tragedy and Lessons of
Vietnam," in which he tells the American public, "We were
wrong, terribly wrong."
Exactly what does the former Secretary of Defense hope
to accomplish by coming out with this confession now, 20
years later? Is it simply to clear his conscience, make
enormous amounts of money from the
i«
ordeal, or to just pour new salt on old
wounds?
Everyone involved in the war,
supporters, protesters and veterans will
be affected in some way by this enOrmOUS
confession. For the supporters who
believed the government was leading
them in the right direction, this
confession just tells them they fell for a
big lie. They put their trust in the
government, hoping the government
knew what it was doing. Because of what
McNamara had told them in his many speeches to the
country, they bought into the whole story.
The protesters have every right to be even angrier than
they were before, because McNamara's confession proves
they were right. They fought a government unwilling to listen
even if the government knew it was the wrong thing to do.
Why was McNamara silent when it really counted? Why did
he come out and say this now and what good will come out
of it?
For Vietnam veterans, this confession may make them
doubt what the dickens they were doing over there. At least
before, they may have felt at least someone believed in what
they were fighting for. But now the government that sent
them overseas is saying they knew there was only a minute
chance of winning the war militarily.
The April 24 issue of The Washington Post asks what kind

lost could have been prevented.
To the new generation who did not experience the
Vietnam War first hand, McNamara's confession just proves
to those who doubt the government that they should continue
to doubt. It is a rude awakening to those who try to keep faith
in their government and hope someone knows what they are
doing.
There is one aspect about the whole book idea that is
really sad. McNamara is playing on the integrity of the
veterans. If he is writing this book for
money, he is making money off of
someone's pain, someone's terror and
someone's life-altering experience.
Also, this confession does not do

Is it simply to clear
his conscience, make

amOUntS OJ anything

respectable

for

the

government and people's perception of
how it is run.
McNamara is content to open old
wounds by writing a book. If he wanted
tt
to clear his conscience, why couldn't he
have done a radio show or given an
exclusive interview?
Instead he, like most all famous names of the past that have
relatively anything to say, writes a book to make money at
the expense of three million lives.
According to the Post, McNamara's memoir ". . . is the
report of an explorer who has almost come full circle. He
hopes it will help strategists of the future better analyze their
strategies, better forecast confrontations, better plot the
trajectory of the unseen." Get real. Are Americans going to
buy this sad story?
To put it simply, the world will not benefit from
McNamara's confession, and many will be hurt from it. Is all
the money worth this? It's doubtful.

money, or to just pour
new salt on old
wounds?

Editorial I\i!u \

The house editorial reflects the opinion of the editorial board
which consists of the editor, managing editor and the opinion
editors.

Alison Boyce . . . editor Cyndy Liedtke ... managing editor
Kevin Stecle . . . opinion editor Lisa Denny . . . asst. opinion editor
Letters to the editor should be no more than 350 words, columns should be no more
than 800 words, and both will be published orta space available basis. They must be
delivered to The Breeze by nooa Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit for clarity and space.
The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflects the opinion of the newspaper,
Y
this staff, or James Madison University.

Dart...
A dart to the juror of the Undergraduate Art
Exhibition who voted for the designer of the
"Vampire Slayer" CD Rom case design to receive an
Art Achievement Award. Although the student who
designed it may have outstanding technical abilities,
the sexist image of a bound, scantily clad fantasy
woman is already used too often in advertising. It
adds to the continuing degradation of women.
Sent in by a fine arts graduate student.

Pat...
A thank-you pat to the brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha
for your efforts in supporting Citizens Against
Sexual Assault through the 5K run fund-raiser. To all
the participants, we look forward to seeing you this
fallatCASA's5Krun.
Sent in by CASA.

Dart...
A dart to JMU Dining Services for not offering
either steak or chicken at the Steakhouse this past
Friday night. Why don't you grow up and realize not
all students on campus are Earth Day fanatics?
Sent in by two angry and disappointed students
who were unable to enjoy the finest dining spot on
campus.

Pat...
A great big hug for all the guys and gals from
Hillside, Bell and McGraw-Long halls. Hope to hear
great things about you in the future. We love you
kids.
Sent in by your housekeeper.
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Donuts and trivialities
A day in the life ofDinkie
"I have never seen a situation so dismal that a to do some investigative work on the Paperback
Killer. Let's skedadle."
policeman couldn't make it worse"
After his announcement, a third-grader came
- Brendan Behan
I've always been intrigued by the workings of the up to Dinkie, tears in his eyes.
"Excuse me mister, but is there any way the
police. Sure, I've seen them starched and buttoned
up in their uniforms, play-acting for the public their library can stay open a little longer, so I can
role of omniscient guardian Bat I wanted to get read just one article? See, my science project is
behind the scenes to see what made these men and due tomorrow and I really need this
women tick. I wondered how and why they got information. Mommy said it was OK, you can
involved in this particular field of work. Were they call her if you want, her phone number is..."
Dinkie glowered at the kid. "Scram brat,
taking out some deep-rooted psychosomatic trauma
from their grade-school days (when Billy Haynes, before I mace you," he said.
The boy turned away, his thin shoulders
the neighborhood bully, used to beat them up and
take their lunch boxes) on the masses? Were all the slumped, and trudged toward the door.
"Let's get to work," Dinkie commanded, and
positions of mall security guard full when they
began pulling library books off the shelves and
went job hunting?
I knew to get the answers I desired I had to go laying them out on the huge staircase that
straight to the source. I needed to infiltrate police connected the first and second floors.
Once he had a
headquarters.
I
working base.
found
an old
Dinkie crazyMaytag Repairman
glued all the
uniform and went
books together.
downtown to take
He then took
my place alongside
Hefty garbage
Harrisonburg's
bags and laid
finest. Soon after I
them over all the
arrived, a Chief
— Adam Schrecengost
books to provide
Connely came in to
a slick surface.
give us our "beats."
I was teamed up with an officer Dinklefwat, and I Then he dashed off to the car and returned with
was a bit anxious about the pairing, wondering if the hubcaps. Soon we were slaloming to the
Dinklefwat (Dinkie) would realize I wasn't his bottom, the whole time screaming, "Our motto
regular partner at all. When Dinkie got into the is to protect, serve and PARTY!"
squad car he gave me a sideways look and said,
We had our kicks for a while, until Mrs.
"Been putting on weight, Sean?"
Witherspoon, the elderly librarian, came out of
"Yeah, you know, a moment on the lips..."
her office. "What in tarnation is going on in
"Sure, sure. Boy, yer hair looks different today, here?" she inquired.
too. Just get it cut?"
"All right, ma'am," Dinkie responded,
"Yup, yesterday."
"You're coming downtown with us for
"How did you grow a full beard overnight, and obstruction of justice. Let's go." We took her
what happened to your breasts?"
out to the cruiser and Dinkie tossed her in the
"Deeeerrr, ummm, well, we're going into back seat like a bag of potatoes. En route to the
Hillandale today, and I'm not that well-liked down station, the radio sputtered to life again.
there, since I made that big bust in '88, so I bought
"Car 54, Car 54, where are you? Attention,
a fake beard and athletic bra to de-emphasize my we have a CODE RED. Repeat, we have a
cleavage."
CODE RED." Suddenly, all the color ran out
"Okey-dokey, let's book on out."
of Dinkie's face. His lips trembled as he said,
We pulled out of the station and began our "My God, this is serious, we have to move." We
rounds. Harrisonburg isn't exactly a gangster hustled to the station and ran inside.
epicenter, so we had to create our own diversions.
The place was in complete pandemonium.
First, we stopped by the Kroger to make sure all Papers were flying. Phones were ringing off the
the carts were out of the parking lot and inside hook. Pimps, pushers and prostitutes roamed
where they belong. Just as we were about to leave, around freely, selling illicit drugs to the officers
Dinkie got a crazy gleam in his eye.
on duty. I've always heard cops and felons come from
We waded through the battlefield and into the
similar backgrounds, and use some of the same chiefs office. Connely was dazed, catatonic,
techniques in their vocational pursuits, but I wasn't staring blindly at his desk. He clutched a
prepared for this. There was. a late model Honda shriveled note in his right hand. Dinkie snatched
with a "Rainbow" bumper slicker sitting in the the note and said, "We have to go; there's
parking lot. Dinkie immediately set to work hardly any time left."
stripping the hubcaps off the car. I just stood there,
We hopped into our cruiser, and Dinkie gave
shocked, until he finally said, "Hey, gimme a hand me the crumpled note to hold onto. I slowly
here. What the hell do you think you get paid for?"
unraveled it, and began to read:
Although Dinkie moved faster than Kyle Petty's • 1 dozen crullers
pit crew on junkballs, with my help we were done • 18 jelly-filled
in half the time. Soon we were on the road again, • Assorted donut holes
• 2 dozen Bear Claws
the hubcaps stashed safely in the trunk.
We began cruising again, and the two-way • half a dozen Boston ere me
crackled to life.
The car screeched to a halt. Dinkie grabbed
"Car 54, Car 54 where are you? We have a 213 the note and dashed inside the Dunkin' Donuts.
[shoot-out] with a Jane Doe, one Mrs. Lecher, age Apparently, this had happened before, because
67, occupation school teacher, being held hostage.
as soon as the man behind the counter saw us
Proceed immediately to ..."
coming, he started gathering pastries. Dinkie
Dinkie reached down and snapped off the the was in and out in no more than two minutes.
radio. I stared at him in amazed disbelief.
We flew back to the station, and as soon as we
"We don't have time for all that crime business. were in the door with the goods, order was
We've got work to do."
returned. The chief came out of his office, tears
Now that Dinkie had a purpose, he pushed the of gratitude streaming down his face. "Dinkie,
cruiser up to 75 and used his flyers to run red and, uh, you, how can we ever repay you?"
lights. In no time at all we were at the downtown
"Just doing my job, chief," Dinkie answered
library. Dinkie got out of the car and strolled into for the both of us.
the lobby.
Adam Schrecengost is a junior mass
"All right folks, we're gonna have to shut 'er
down for the day. The forensics team is coming in communication and English major.

In Funk We
Trust
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Shortage of food during Jewish holiday is unfair;
brings up questions of respect for diversity at JMU
To the Editor:
I am writing on behalf of myself and some of my friends about the shortage of Passover
food available at D-hall. I understand (hat the Jewish population at JMU is small, but I still
feel that for the week of April 15-22, which was the Jewish holiday of Passover, we should
have been able to eat healthy meals. And not just the stale matzah that was laying out in
boxes scattered around D-hall — if existent at all. There are many kinds of food items Jews
are allowed to eat during this week. I truly do not understand why Dining Services made a
point of saying Line 4 would have this available for us when it did not. Finding a meal
completely bread-free was hard to do. For example, the menu items on one of the days
consisted of tuna noodle casserole (bread), onion rings (bread) and peppcroni pizza (pork
and bread). This menu left me with cauliflower, cheese and string beans for my meal.
Granted, I do not feel we should have an entire line all week, however, even half of one
of the salad bars filled with kosher items would have filled our appetite. I tried all week to
make do with the matzah, but that does seem to get old after a few days. I even requested
other items to put on the matzah, like cream cheese, for example, and minus one time. 1 was
told to stick with what was already out. I felt as if I was doing something wrong instead of
just abiding by the Jewish faith. Considering this holiday occurs every year around the same
time, I do not understand why something has not already been done about this matter. I try
to tell others how diverse JMU is and how considerate everyone is to everybody elses'
beliefs, especially as a Student Ambassador. However, matters like this make it harder to do.
Carrie Kutner
freshman
undeclared

Earth Day is not a holiday observed by everyone;
it should not cater to just vegetarian population
To the Editor:
Last week, I tried making reservations at the Steakhouse on Friday, April 21. The
Steakhouse, known to many students living on campus as one of JMU's finest dining spots
in the evenings, had become the Pastahouse that evening; the Steakhouse was not serving
any meat in honor of Earth Week.
When 1 learned of this change in the menu at the Steakhouse, 1 proceeded to call the
Director of Dining Services, Rick Larson. After calling Mr. Larson's office, I was referred
to Dwight Campbell, who is in charge of the Steakhouse. After calling him and expressing
my disappointment about the Steakhouse that evening, I was not helped in any way. I
thought that it was wrong of the Steakhouse to serve only pasta; there is already a pasta line
on campus.
If you think about this matter, isn't there some kind of ethical dilemma involved here?
First, Earth Week is not even a nationally recognized holiday by most people and
institutions in the United States. Second, I am sure that just about all restaurants in the area
or in the country were serving meat that Friday night. Finally, if the JMU Dining Services
were not serving meat at the Steakhouse on Friday night, they shouldn't have been serving
meat at any of the other dining places on campus. The dining services at JMU have already
gotten bad enough during the course of this academic year. I would encourage Dining
Services not to make it any worse by forcing their liberal views on students who choose not
to celebrate Earth Week. Dining Services should cater to all students on this campus, not
just a few radical vegetarians.
Eddie Wright
Junior
marketing

Animal Liberation Week protests cruel experiments;
animals deserve respectable treatment as well
To the Editor:
If you care about animals and are against animal abuse, this is a good week to learn
about the lives of animals in laboratories.
World Laboratory Animal Liberation Week began on April 24 and people around the
world are speaking out for the millions of animals who suffer and die in the name of
research. This week highlights the work of compassionate people who struggle all year long
to end animal experiments because they are both cruel and a waste of our health care
dollars.
Each year in the United States, an estimated 70 million animals suffer and die in painful
experiments. The Department of Defense, for example, continues to kill thousands of
animals each year in radiation experiments. In addition, the National Institutes of Mental
Health continues to fund maternal deprivation experiments in which infant animals are
isolated and then subjected to procedures intended to cause terror, despair, anxiety and pain.
Many doctors are now critical of such experiments, calling them unnecessary and costly.
They point out that animals and humans differ in medically important ways and experiments
on animals often produce misleading results. Consider this: of the 25 drugs which appear to
reduce the effects of stroke in rodents, not a single one worked in human patients.
If you would like to learn more about the abuse of animals in research, please contact
the Animal Rights Coalition at JMU P.O. Box 7048. We can give you a list of companies
that continue to torture and kill animals in product safety tests, as well as a list of over 500
companies which no longer conduct experiments with animals.
Michael McGraw
senior
English
...,
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9t pays to shop
close to home.

Cool Breeze
Cyclery &
Fitness

TREK USA

biuivi/m

Check out these new
stores at the mall with It all!
Sbarro Italian Eatery Limited Express
Northern Reflections Sunglass Hut
Reel Collections
Wendy's
Cellular One
Software, Etc.
Hofheimer's Stride Rite

Opening Spring 1995
Victoria's Secret
American Eagle Outfitters
Gold Cup Kaffe'

VALLEY MALL
1-81 AND ROUTE 33 E. • HARRISONBURG, VA EXIT 247A
Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-9 p.m., Sun. 12:30-5:30

Enter to win a Cancun vacation! See Customer Service for details'.

[09c Off Anything In Store
With Student ID
I550E. Market Si.

(703)433-0323

V.

j

Beat The
Housing Rush
Secure your place at
Roosevelt Square
before it's too late!
Spacious Townhouses
• Four bedrooms
• Two full baths

Thurs.
April 1'

Fri. April 28

Wed. M.i\ 3

Thurs. May 4

Fri. Max

Gibb Droll

Special Guesl Mile Zero

Eddie CDFrom
Ohio
Release
Junk
India
18 & over

lialUina firavitt
Baby Fat

• Two living rooms
• Dining room
• Kitchen
• Storage area
Included in each...
• Miniblinds on all windows
• Wall-to-wall carpet
• Cable TV hookup
• Furnished

May 6

Standard appliances...
• Frost-free refrigerator
• Icemaker
• Range
• Microwave oven
• Dishwasher
• Washer and dryer
Call Roosevelt Square today!

One block from
JMU main campus!

4&&

Q.jverything
Furnished mode

Sat. -

A

Bone Daddy

by appointment only

^ 432-9685 or 433-2615/

r '
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Channel surfers, kill your televisions
This will be a book review, of sorts.
Much has already been said and written about the
sensationalistic, exploitive television coverage of the O.J.
Simpson trial. The Breeze alone has devoted several columns
and a house editorial to the subject. Critics have rightly called
the proceedings disgraceful — the term most often bandied
about, it seems, is "media circus." It is a fitting name. The
trial has all the elements of the burlesque. Everything about
it, from the exciting, ubiquitous video footage of the fleet of
LAPD cruisers chasing the white Bronco, to the impossibly
consistent streak of Kaelin-Clark Good Hair Days, tells us the
trial is being staged solely for our amusement; that what
happens on the tube is not, in fact, happening anywhere else;
that he events that keep us so eagerly glued to our sets —
better than "NYPD Blue"! More voyeuristic than "Oprah"!
More real than "COPS"! — have no more consequence for
our own lives or anyone else's than, say, your average
episode of "The A-Team."
Adam Foldenauer summed it up quite succinctly in his
Breeze column last Thursday, when he called the trial
"quality entertainment." Of course, in this age of "Married...
with Children" and "Roseanne," our definition of "quality"
becomes somewhat subjective.
I find myself trying to avoid television these days.
It would be hopelessly myopic and short-sighted to criticize
the major networks and CNN (the "respectable" news
network) for televising every second of the trial; after all, one
need only glance at the audience shares generated by the trial
coverage to see the public is apparently lapping it up. The
irrefutable fact that the trial is not a matter of national
importance; that murders, however terrible, happen every day
— especially in Los Angeles! — becomes moot with the
admission by nearly everyone who watches the trial that they
do so for entertainment purposes only, which is perfectly
appropriate, because entertainment is the only purpose for
which the trial is being broadcast.
As alarming as all of this would be if it were not such an
old story, the problem lies not with the television coverage of
the trial of O.J. Simpson, football hero, but with the very
concept of television news.
As Neil Postman puts forth in his excellent book "Amusing
Ourselves to Death," television is adequate to the task of
entertaining us — and absolutely nothing else. As informer.

educator, historian, chronicler of culture and all the other roles
for which people in the business have defended it over the years,
television — at least as America utilizes it — is a pitiable,
miserable and probably irredeemable failure. Even in the one
occupation in which it is an unqualified smash success,
entertainment, it is really more a pacifier than an entertainer, the
most passive activity ever devised.

Snake Oil
— Chris Klimek
Sleeping requires more effort than watching television,
because when we sleep, we enjoy the creative enterprise of
dreaming. Likewise, it is difficult to stare into space and think of
absolutely nothing. Thinking of nothing is, however, extremely
easy to do while staring slack-jawed at a television screen. The
rap group Disposable Heroes called television "The Drug of a
Nation." On some reflection, one appreciates the accuracy of the
allusion.
In Postman's book, which should be required reading for
mass communication majors, if it isn't already, he talks about
something he terms the typographic mind; that is, the mindset of
people who lived in the period in between the invention of print
and the invention of television. As print was the only form of
mass communication available to them, any public discourse,
written or spoken, would have had to emulate the form of print.
Every idea considered critical to the public consciousness was
expressed in a sentence with a clearly identifiable subject, verb
and so on; it necessarily had rational, discernible content, at least
in a linguistic sense. Even if the sentence itself was utter
nonsense, it would be clear to us exactly what was being
communicated, because it would be a solid idea, not just an
impression. Contrast this with information delivered visually:
The very essence of a picture is an idea removed from any
context, or rather, in a context that you fill in yourself when you
look at it.

Perhaps the greatest irony of television is that the lightningspeed with which it delivers information is inversely
proportional to the amount of time spent analyzing that
information. The average television news segment clocks in at
just under one minute. One minute to absorb the implications
of what we have just been told, one minute before we are hit
with the next insta-byte of sound and fury signifying
everything.
Newspaper readers, by contrast, are not ignorant to the
horrors of the world, but they probably understand them better.
Printed sentences can always be reread.
More importantly, newspapers allow us a greater
appreciation of the importance of news, because it is not
drowned out by the incessant stream of irrelevant information
— commercials or Dan Rather's tie — to which television
incessantly subjects us. The television age has the sad
distinction of being the first in history in which the vast
majority of the information absorbed by a person in a single
day is of no use to that person whatsoever, which perhaps goes
a long way toward explaining why a tally of civillian casualties
in Rwanda, when projected on our screens, has about the same
emotional impact as a baseball score.
Admittedly, there have been rare cases when television's
inherent visceral appeal has worked to a good end. As Postman
suggests, it was the dramatic television footage that bombarded
American homes every night that eventually led Americans to
question the very shaky motivations of the Vietnam War
(which is largely why TV reporters in the Persian Gulf in 1991
were told by the military exactly where they could and could
not go). And it would take a gifted scribe indeed to describe in
print the emotion we all felt the first time we saw the
Challenger explode on television back in 1986, or for that
matter, the footage of the charred, gutted, skeletal remains of
the Alfred P. Murrah building in Oklahoma City just this week.
Television has the potential to capture tragedy like no other
medium can — a potential it inadvertently undermines by
cutting immediately to a commercial for Coca-Cola or Reebok
sneakers, a commercial featuring happy, attractive people, a
commercial letting us know that, no matter how horrible the
carnage we have just seen, everything is all right; it's just
television.
Chris Klimek is a freshman mass communication major.

Congratulations to the Health Sciences Graduates For a Job Well Done!
Bachelor's Degree
KARI G ALLEN
ZOEMANASTAS
CHRISTINE R BALDWIN
KRISTEN N BALINT
WINDSOR H BARNETT
ELIZABETH A BARTLETT
MARIANNE B BELL
KATHLEEN M BENNETT
LISA A BENNETT
IDANIEL M BENNINGHOFF
DEBORAH S BLACK
CARRIE L BLUMENTHAL
MARY V BRADLEY
NOREEN T BUCKLEY
VALERIE J BUDNEY
ANNETTE L BULTEMA
CURRIEP BUNCH
JULIE LCARDINALI
| CASSANDRA D CARROLL
MARCIAS CARTER
JOHN M CASSIDY
KRISTIN E COATES
MELISSA A CONVERSE
ELYSE L COSTELLO
MAUREEN M CUNNEEN
ROBERT M CURD

VALERIE D DANIEL
MICHELE DAVIDE
ANN M DORSEY
ANDREA SEARLE
MARRELLCELAM
SAMUEL JESPINOZA
STEPHEN R FLYNN
ASHLEY L FOSTER
SARAH J FRANCAVILLA
CYNTHIA M FRAZIER
ANNE K GARRISON
YOLANDA E GAWLIK
LEAPGEBHARDT
KIMBERLY B GLADIS
AMY M GOLDEN
NANCY C GROSS
JENNIFER R HARDY
MARY T HAYES
JEAN M HAZOU
LAURAAHOUCK
MICHELLE A HOWARD
SHAYNA K HUGHES
CATHERINE M INGALLS
TRAVIS M JACQUES
JENNIFER L KAGEY
ANDREA TKAPFER

MICHELLE L KEENE
JENNIFER PANELS
MELANIE S KELLER
KATHERINE D PENDERGRASS
JASON D KIMREY
JENNIFER A PILCH
JOANNE F KOSULAVAGE
JOSEPH C POLLIO
JODY C KOZIOL
MARK S RAPPATONE
JOHNDKRAUS
JULD2AREULE
THOMAS J KUSTER III
RICHEJLLE K RICKETTS
KELLY E LARSON
IVONNE M RIVERA
THOMAS J LEONARD IV
SHANTIL ROACH
EMILY I LEVENSON
SHERYL B SATTERFIELD
JULIE LLEWIN
BRIDGET C SCHAEFER
ERICA I LEWIS
JEREMY R SCHUCHERT
COLEEN R LINDGREN
GREGORY LSEDDER
MARY V LYNCH
JESSAMY S SELIM
TRICIA L MCCONNELL
MATTHEW R SHAKER
CORYAMCKINLEY
DANIEL P SHEEHAN
HEATHER L MCLEOD
JENNEFER L SIMMONS
SHELLY A MCMINN
RENEE D SLOAN
JEFFREY T MERCER
EMILY A SMITH
KERSTIN F MILLER
RICHARD M SMITH III
MELISSA K MURRAY
KERRY M SONDEJ
JIYON NAM
JENNIFER D STERNBERG
SUSANNE P NEWMAN
LISA A SZLACHTIANSHYN
TODD C OHARE
KIMBERLY A TAYLOR
JESSE D OVERBEY
LAURA D STROTTMAN
LISA M PAFFRATH
LEIGH B TAYLOR

BEVERLY P VAUGHAN
ANDREA J WAGNER
KJM N WEITZENHOFEI
BRIDGET E WESTBROOl
CATHERINE J WHITT
CANDICE A WILLIAMS |
MELANIE D WINGFffiLI
ALISON R WINTER
MARNIM WIRE
JULIETTE E WOOD
APRIL Y WRIGHT
RICHARD C WRIGHT

Master's Degree
MARY E BOLDING
BETTY J BROCK
MARGARET A CARLSOI
RAMONA R CHAPMAN I
STEPHANIE C DEEHL
SARABETH H JOHNSOr
GARRETTWLYDIC
LAURA M MARTIN
ALISAWSTICKLEY

This announcement is brought to you by:
JMU American College of Healthcare Executives Student Association and
The Department of Health Sciences
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IT'S TIME FOR THE

Friday, April 28th
12:00 - 4:00
mmmm<mmr<

Featuring...
Fighting
Gravity
All the Food
and Drink You
Wantt

ADMISSION
IS $5.00

CALL SOSANYA JONES AT x5921 FOR MORE INFORMATION
SPONSERED BY U. C. O.
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The pain is sometimes unbearable, and the
mental anguish is even worse. Sometimes, it's a
huge secret for fear others might discriminate
and judge one s character based on it. Although it
is deadly and no one deserves it, many people
attach stigmas to it. The disease is AIDS.
Carl* and Steve Taylor's lives have changed
more than they ever thought possible. Both men
are now constantly aware and conscious of their
surroundings and are constantly reminded of
their problems.
Fortunately, in Harrisonburg. the Valley
AIDS Network offers advice, encouragement
and assistance to people infected and affected
by HIV or AIDS.
Director Rose Winters said the network
started when she and Dr. Vida Huber, from the
JMU department of nursing, had a coincidental
meeting that included the topic of AIDS. They
decided to form a task force to see if there was
sufficient interest in the Valley to start a
program.
"We had a really good turnout, and there
was definite interest with continuing such a
program," Winters said.
Since June 1989, the Network has held
group sessions for people infected with and
affected by the disease, held fund raisers to help
with expenses of clients, provided volunteers,
and educated students about HIV and safe sex.
Winters said the organization, which relies
heavily on volunteers, has a two-fold mission.
The two components include providing AIDS
prevention education throughout the Valley,
emphasizing students from middle school
through college, and providing direct client
services to people dealing with HIV or AIDS.
The Network provides several different
types of support and assistance.
In a "buddy relationship" at the Network, a
volunteer is assigned to an individual with the
HIV virus, and the two negotiate what kind of
relationship they will have. It may be an
occasional phone call, or it might be providing
meals, transportation, emotional support, house
cleaning and child care, Winters said.
"Helping Hands" is a program designed to
assist with periodic transportation and other
periodic favors but is more of a casual
relationship.
The Network itself offers three group
therapy sessions: one for those infected with
AIDS, another for those affected by the
disease and a women's support group. The
sessions meet twice a month.
The group therapy provides the
support the community lacks.
Winters said. Rural communities
are so silent about the disease, it
causes people who are going
through it to feel isolated
and alone. The group offers
the support of those who
intimately understand, she
said.
•In a recent report according
to state records, there are 189
persons diagnosed and
reported in central
Shenandoah that are
HIV positive or that
•<
have
AIDS,
and
Harrisonburg is the largest
area in central Shenandoah.
As far as JMU is concerned,
Winters said it has a heightened

awareness that HIV is a reality but that
awareness doesn't seem to influence the
students to take it seriously.
"No one can afford to deny. Denial is
leading to the increase of transmission, which is
leading to deaths," Winters said.
Drinking and partying causes situations that
lead to high-risk behavior.
Huber said, "If you participate in behavior
that puts you at risk, then you are. It's very
plain and simple."
According to the Anonymous Testing Site
Services, many JMU students access
anonymous testing.
A concern to both Winters and the Testing
Site is that the "worried well" are the ones
getting tested, while those who are more at risk
are those who are choosing not to be tested.
Winters said 40 percent of Virginia's
population is under the age of 29,-the primary
age being hit by the disease. JMU students have
to realize how serious the disease is and take
responsibilities for their actions, she said.
The Network, which has an average of 60
clients, receives some money through various
grants but also has to rely on contributions from
the community and fund raisers.
Winters said several JMU organizations
have had fund raisers and food drives to help
the Network. Various area businesses, such as
the Sheraton Inn and Nautilus Fitness Center,
have offered services or held fund raisers.
Winters said other more socially accepted
diseases have an easier time raising money
because other people can readily identify with
diseases such as heart disease or cancer.
"Our community in particular is in denial for
a variety of reasons. One, there is something
about being surrounded by mountains that
causes folks to have a false sense of security.
Secondly, religion dominates and folks are still
equating HIV with sinning," Winters said.
She said because HIV deals with sexuality,
many people think the topic is taboo and
infected people don't reach
out for help because they
are scared of being
stigmatized.
"Every single
client has said to me, 'I
never thought this
would happen to
me.' Who does? It is
happening and much
too
frequently,"
Winters said.
Carl and Taylor
are both in their early 30s
and claim this past
winter has been the
healthiest one they can
remember. Although
different in many
ways, one thing ties
a common bond
between these two
men. Carl is HIV
positive,
and
Taylor has AIDS.
Carl is a 31-year-

by Anne Collins illustrations by James Hawkins
old
Harrisonburg
resident and learned
more than a year ago
he is HIV positive. He
decided to get tested
after being forced
into it by a
psychiatrist he
was seeing at the
time.
He
was
under
psychiatric
care
because
people at
work found
out about his
homosexuality,
and he had a hard
time dealing with
people's changing
attitudes toward him.
"It was harder for
me to accept the fact that I
am gay than it was for me to
handle that I am HIV positive," he admitted.
"1984 was the year I accepted that I was gay.
1994 started a new era beginning with HIV."
Taylor, on the other hand, got tested because
he had recurring bouts of strep throat last winter
that antibiotics were not helping. He found out
on May 17, 1994, that he was HIV positive, and
on June 4,1994, he found out he had AIDS.
His T-cell count was four in June. He has
not been tested since because he said there will
not be that significant of a change, and he does
not want to know if they go down.
"I'd like to think that I have something left,"
he said.
The normal range for these cells is between
1,200-1,500. Anyone who is HIV positive that
goes below a count of 200 is considered to have
AIDS.
After Carl's first test, his T-cell count was
538, and after his second test, the count
increased to 625. This was a positive sign. The
last count Carl had was 529. He said this was
because he did not treat his body right
physically.
After the results came back positive, Carl
was surprised because, like everyone else, he
thought this could never happen to him.
Carl said he did not necessarily contract the
disease because he is gay. He said years ago he
was in Virginia Beach with some straight
friends, and in order to cover up his
homosexuality, he had sex with a random
woman.
Years later, he found out through the friend
of a friend the same woman had died of AIDS.
Though Carl is not sure this is how he
contracted the disease, it is always in the back
of his mind as a possibility.
"I think I got it about two years ago," he
said. "I got cold night sweats for about one
month. I didn't think anything of it at the time
because I didn't know anything about AIDS
and the symptoms."
Taylor said he got AIDS from unprotected
sex, which leads him back to his first at-risk
behavior in college when he first had
unprotected sex.
With only a T-cell count of four, it is hard to
imagine Taylor does not experience many
symptoms.
"I am completely asymptomatic. I have not
had any of the opportunistic infections, and the

doctors put me on AZT and
Bactrim," he said.
Carl said AZT kills the
cells the virus reproduces on, but
it also kills good cells. "The
doctors don't really give hope," he
said. "I get a funny feeling from
them because they believe in
medicine only. They are concerned
and answer questions, but they look at
you like you have a death sentence."
The infected are not the only ones
that are affected by the disease. It is
extremely hard for family and friends to
watch their loved ones go through this,
according to Winters.
Scott Hendrichson, a 24-year-old JMU
sophomore, has been confronted with
AIDS numerous times because he is a
musician and said there are a lot of cases
in the arts industry.
Hendrichson said people should not
discriminate against gay people with AIDS
because they are discriminating against all
people with AIDS, including innocent children
who never had a chance.
Carl said, "I can't trust people that I thought
I could. After the way some people treated me
after they found out I was gay, I can't imagine
the way they'd treat me if I told them I was
HIV positive," he said.
"Through all my life, through the problem of
being gay, I didn't have anyone to talk to," Carl
said. "I am a strong believer in God, and He's
the one I had to talk to. I believe He can help
me without the help of medicine."
Taylor, on the other hand, did not have
problems at work, but was forced to retire
because he felt he wasn't able to work up to his
potential.
He retired from his job as a computer
programmer on disability because of fatigue,
although his boss was willing to work with him
through the disease.
To keep busy, Taylor speaks to groups about
having AIDS and the impact that it has had on
his life.
He chose to do this after deciding with his
family that he would go public with AIDS. He
serves on the Board of Directors for Valley
AIDS Network. "Rose Winters at Valley AIDS
Network refers to me as her poster boy," he
said.
Taylor said everyone reacts differently in
dealing with the disease. "I really wish I had
more time to get used to the idea that I was HIV
positive before I found out that I had AIDS. It's
hard to deal with because no one knows how
much time I have," he said.
He said he can be working right next to
people with cancer, and they get all the support
in the world, and he said he wishes he could tell
them about his condition in return.
"People should show love instead of hatred
or fear," he said. "You can't get AIDS just from
being around it, but I can get the flu from just
being in the same room. The biggest thing I do
not like about this disease is that I know
gradually, little by little, this disease is going to
cost me my independence."
Carl said, "It's not the end of the world, it's
the beginning, and I'm just learning how to deal
with it. I am very thankful for everything. My
motto is, 'life begins at HIV because it teaches
you how to live.'"
*Name was changed due to the sensitive nature
of the topic.
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Call 568-6127 for more information.

NOTWEARING A
SAFETY BELTCAN COST
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New Stuffed Crust Pizza
Share the surprise.

^heese is rolled into the edge of our new crust
that's not too thick, not too thin. Add to that a
deliciously new robust sauce, and you've got a
surprise you can taste.

You'll lave the staff we're made of."
Your pizza is right or if s free.
GUARANTEED. »Hlt«

It's against the law. So if you don't want a ticket, buckle up.
Or, you could become broke in more ways than one.
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Any Second Medium
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DELPVERY/CARRYOUT
373 N. Mason St.
4334800

DINE-iN/CARRYOUT
78 S. Cartton St
2485 S. Main St.

YOU COULD LEARN A LOT FROM A DUMMY.
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Community works together to help a life
hv Benjamin
Rpniamln OBI
by
Gill
staff writer
"I'm sad Paul's mom is sick. I hope she
feels belter soon. Please give her cookies or
money. And dedicate it to our school."
This letter was written by Christine, a
kindergartner at Waterman Elementary School.
The story behind this child's plea is one of
faith, hope and love — faith in God, hope for
good health and new life, and love for a very
special woman.
The Yanoviches came to America for a
more important reason than to learn to say
"hello" in English. Nina Yanovich, 42, and
mother of eight, has been ill with lymphoma
and bone marrow cancer for about five years.
The family became part of the United States
Refugee Program after applying through the
Embassy in Moscow, according to Joe
Roberson, associate director of the Virginia
Council of Churches Refugee Resettlement
Program. Applicants must meet certain
qualifications set by the U.S. government to be
classified as a refugee and allowed into the
country, Roberson said.
Roberson's office sets the families up with
homes and jobs. As a result of negotiations and
fund-raising efforts made by the resettlement
program, Nina received a much-needed bone
marrow transplant and is now on her way to
better health.
Nina went to the Medical College of
Virginia on March 10 to begin the $115,000
procedure, Roberson said. When MCV
requested $25,000 by May 1 to operate,
Roberson promised to raise the money.
"Our commitment was for the first $25,000
to make the operation possible . . . then the
Medical College of Virginia said they'd be
willing to work with the family," Roberson
said.
He said the operations involved removing
her bone marrow, applying chemotherapy and
radiation treatment to try to kill all the cancer
"cells, and replacing the marrow into her body.
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Nina had clear marrow, which was primarily
uninfected by the cancer, according to
Roberson.
"We just wanted to make this operation
possible for her because it's a mother with
children," he said. "As an organization, we
wanted to give her the best chance to see her
children grow up," he said.
Other people in the area have also joined in
the effort to raise money for the bone marrow
transplant.
Linda Yoder, a Waterman Elementary
School teacher, has been teaching Paul
Yanovich. 5, since the family came to
Harrisonburg. Paul's class has been working on
a very special project, according to a letter
Yoder wrote in February to JMU, asking for
donations to help the Yanovich family. She
said the class has been trying to fill a jar with
money for Paul's mom.
Alan Honadle, a JMU senior international
business major, was tutoring Paul in English at
Waterman Elementary School. "I think he
knows his mom is sick, but obviously he's in The Yanovich children await the return of
kindergarten, so he doesn't really know . . .
Valentina, who came to Harrisonburg two
He's too young," Honadle said.
years ago, said, "After the surgery, she's doing
Nina and her husband Dmitry have eight
fine, and we hope she will be every week, that
children, ranging in age from 5 to 19. The
she'll feel stronger and better..."
children have been doing their best to help
Valentina takes the Yanoviches to the
around the house while Nina receives medical
Russian afternoon service at West Side Baptist
attention, Nina's sister Valentina said.
Church, where members show love by praying
About two weeks ago, Nina returned from
for Nina, sending flowers, cooking meals for
MCV in Richmond to her family.
the family, sending cards, and traveling to
Anna, Nina's 17-year-old daughter, said
Richmond to visit Nina in the hospital.
with a smile, "She's better now. After the
She said her most important request for
hospital she's feeling better than before." Anna
Nina is prayer. "I'm a Christian, and first what
likes Virginia, and she explained they had to
I'm asking is about help and prayer support...
leave because doctors in Latvia couldn't give
because the doctors are doing great, but if God
the proper treatment.
touches her, then that's the best thing."
"When we were in Russia, they said she will
Valentina, interpreting for Nina, said, "She
live only two months, and then she'll die
said, 'God gives life in this earth,' and she can
because she's very sick," she said.
live because God has helped her."
According to Anna, in Virginia the climate
Nina said she is feeling good after her
is healthier, and the doctors can give her mother
operation. Valentina interpreted. "She's so
the medical attention she needs.
thankful for all the people in America because
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TOMMY CHAVMAN/staffphotographer
their mother from the hospital.
many people pray about her."
Anna said. "I feel that God helped my
mother, and He did ..."
Prayer may help Nina, but it doesn't pay the
hospital bill. At this point, a great amount of
money is still owed. Joe Roberson said they are
still $3,000 short of meeting their May I
commitment. Roberson said MCV will
examine the family's ability to contribute to the
remaining $90,000 and, along with Medicaid.
work out a plan for paying it off.
Donations are greatly appreciated, and all
donated money will be used to pay the
remaining debt. Those who wish to make
donations should send them to: Virginia
Council of Churches, 731C E. Market St.,
Harrisonburg, Va. 22801.
All money should be earmarked to "Nina
Yanovich." The Refugee Resettlement Office
can be reached at 433-7942 for further
information.

A BIG
THANK YOU
TO ALL STUDENTS, FACULTY, ADMINISTRATORS AND STAFF
FOR THEIR ASSISTANCE IN THE 1995 ADMITTED STUDENT
SPRING RECEPTIONS!
WE REALLY APPRECIATE YOU!
THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS
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elping humanit
story by Rick Thompson
photos by Kyle Buss
As the smell of fresh paint settles
out of the air, Harry Brown looks on
and two of his four sons, 4-year-old
Lane and 6-year-old Corey, argue
over a game of Nintendo's Super
Mario Brothers.
Brown's eyes are somewhat
strained, but there's a solid shine of
hope within them, because the house
he is sitting in isn't just any house;
it's his house.
The house, located at 445 Kelley
St., is the culmination of efforts by
the JMU and Central Valley chapters
of Habitat
for Humanity,
Harrisonburg Rotary Club and
Brown.

Lauren Cogswell, president of the
JMU chapter of Habitat for
Humanity, said "partnership" is what
put this house together.
The house couldn't have been
built without the help of the Rotary
Club and Central Valley Habitat for
Humanity, Hill said.
Cogswell said Habitat for
Humanity works to help "end the
poverty cycle" and raise the quality
of life in impoverished areas.
According to Cogswell, a family
wanting to become a Habitat family
must go through an application
process.
Qualification is determined by the

conditions in which the family
currently lives, such as how crowded
the residence is or whether the
building is in bad shape.
They are also required to fulfill a
certain number of "sweat equity
hours," Cogswell said.
Usually, Habitat families spend
100 hours working on their own
home and another 100 hours working
on other Habitat homes when their
home is finished.
When Brown qualified for the
house, he was given a no-interest
loan by Habitat or Humanity, which
he will pay off over the next 20
years. Cogswell said the payments
are based on Brown's income and the
cost of the house. Brown only has to
pay for the materials involved, since
all the labor was donated.
As Brown pays off the loan, the
money will be applied to future
Habitat homes, Cogswell said,
making the JMU chapter selfperpetuating.
Brown said he first put in his
application over two years ago, and
now that he can actually sit down in
his own house, he's "ecstatic,"
although he doesn't readily show it.
His lack of outward enthusiasm is
understandable, however. For the last
two years. Brown and his four sons,
Lane, Corey, 9-year-old Harry Jr. and
12-year-old Jeremy, have been living
with Brown's parents, thus fitting
seven people into a house designed
for a family of four.
And even now that Brown has his
own house, he's still faced with the
daunting task of raising his four sons
as a single parent. "But I'm grateful
for everything," he said. "I want to
thank everyone who helped in
whatever way they helped."
Brown has yet to actually sleep in
the house, though he and the boys ate
dinner there earlier this week. It
passed inspection Friday, he said,
and he began moving in Sunday.
Hopefully, by tonight, he and his
sons will be asleep in the beige
house.
(Top left) Son Harry Brown Jr.
plays hide-apd-seek on a
trailer at the construction site
of the house being built for his
family by the JMU chapter of
Habitat for Humanity. (Left)
Sophomore Jeannine
Ruggiano and junior Jennifer
Hansen, both members of
Circle K, help with the interior
tasks by painting a window
frame in the house in April.
(Right) A day after the roof
was put in place, the Kelley
Street house begins to look
more like a home during the
first week of the 'blitz'
construction.

Since Sunday, he has been
working to organize the house by
getting furniture in place, and trying
to arrange all the beds so they can fit
comfortably into the three-bedroom
house.
According to Cogswell, the house
was built by JMU students,
contractors. Brown and his sons, and
other Habitat families. It was a "blitz
build," she said, which meant
building the house in less than a
month.
All of the paid labor, such as
supervisors,
plumbers
and
electricians, was provided by the
Rotary Club, according to Cogswell.
The foundation for the house was
also donated by a member of the
club.
Construction on the house started
March 24 at 7:30 a.m. The primary
work on the house was finished by
March 31, including siding, shingling
on the roof, and the installation of
drywall inside.
For the next three weeks, the
house was painted, carpeted, and the
property was landscaped.
According to Rick Hill, director of
JMU Habitat for Humanity, the
feeling as he watched this house go
up was "amazing."
He was particularly impressed at
seeing the house go from nothing
more than a cinderblock foundation
when he arrived on the first morning
to a full frame for a house with
plywood walls and part of the roof in
place by the next afternoon.

"It was just mind-boggling to
watch it go up," he said.
Brown, who had no construction
experience prior to this, said he
enjoyed building his own house. "I
learned a lot doing that."
He was also, grateful that no one
was hurt in the blitz build. "No
accidents — that was great," he said.
"A couple of people hit their thumbs
with hammers," but no one was
seriously hurt.
According to Cogswell, more than
400 JMU students helped with the
construction of the house, leading the
members of JMU Habitat to call it
"the house that JMU built." Some
groups who offered help were turned
away because the house was built so
quickly.
Hill said, "At one point, all of the
hammers were going at one time."
"It was incredible; it sent chills up
and down my spine.
"It's been wonderful working with
all of these folks. They are very
talented, very creative with what they
do," he said.
Cogswell said working with
Brown allowed members of JMU
Habitat to get closer to him and his
sons. "It was a good opportunity to
meet and get to know Harry and his
kids when we were out there
pounding on nails together," she said.
According to Hill, this house is a
"huge dream come true for [Brown].
The opportunity to own a home
doesn't come to everyone, which is
unfortunate."

THE HOUSE TH/
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Home ownership can "help people
have pride in their community," Hill
said. "That's why home ownership is
so important. It helps give the owner
a sense of roots in the community.
"Studies have shown that when
home ownership is up [in a
community), crime rates go down,"
he said.
"When people own their homes,
they are much less likely to put up
with nonsense in their community,"
such as burglary and drug dealing.
People tend to "keep an eye out for
their neighbors."
The house will be dedicated to
Brown on April 30 at 3 p.m., and Hill
has extended an invitation to any
member of the JMU or Harrisonburg
community who wants to attend to
simply show up at the house.
"We're inviting everybody — tell
'em all to come out," he said.
The dedication will give Habitat
the opportunity to thank all the
organizations and people who helped
build the house and will include a
blessing by Hill, who is Presbyterian
campus minister, and a performance
by musical group Seventh Heaven.
They will play the Indigo Girls'
"Hammer and Nail," Hill said.
According to Cogswell, every
campus chapter of Habitat for
Humanity has a community affiliate.
In Harrisonburg, this affiliate is
Central Valley Habitat, which serves
Rockingham County and northern
Augusta County.
According to Leroy Harsh,
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president of Central Valley Habitat,
this house is the 13th house which
Central Valley has overseen;
however, it's the first house within
Harrisonburg city limits, and the first
house which the JMU chapter has
been a part of. The other 12 were
built in Rockingham County.
Harsh said Central Valley, Habitat
works as a "vehicle behind the
movement" of the JMU chapter by
providing financial management.
"[We] are responsible for paying
the bills and writing the checks,"
Harsh said, but the money to pay
those bills was raised entirely through
efforts by JMU Habitat.
Cogswell said JMU Habitat has
been working for almost three years
to raise the money for this house.
According to Hill, they have raised
$7,000 for Brown's house. He said
that the fund-raising events helped
bring new members into the chapter
and bring the group together.
"Folks got excited about building
the house, so they decided to become
part of [Habitat]," Hill said. "[The
fund raising] set a huge goal for us,
and any time an organization has a
goal like that, everyone ends up
pulling together on it."
Fund-raising events on campus
included Hack for Humanity II on
Friday and Saturday. Hack for

HAT JMU BUILT

Humanity in spring 1994 and Habitat
Week in fall 1994.
During Habitat Week, they raised
$500 when Habitat members built a
playhouse on the commons. Hill said
by selling nails for the playhouse at
25 cents and two-by-fours for $2.
they were able to raise $500.
The buyers of the two-by-fours
could sign their names to the wood,
which were then used in the
construction of Brown's home.
She said the playhouse was
donated to Your Place Afterschool, a
day care center where Brown's
children are cared for, near his new
house.
The idea of making this house a
reality began three years ago when
Cogswell met Hill at a Presbyterian
Campus Ministry fellowship.
Hill -h.nl just come to
Harrisonburg to take on the position
of Presbyterian campus minister the
year before, and brought with him a
desire to start a JMU chapter of
Habitat after working loosely with
the organization in Richmond.
He said he was originally told
there wasn't enough interest in the
Harrisonburg area to support the
projects Habitat for Humanity had in
mind, much to his surprise.
Cogswell, however, expressed an
interest in helping him form a chapter
as soon as she arrived at JMU, and
along with four other students, they
set out to make it happen.
According to Cogswell, they
started by helping other chapters of
Habitat build houses by going to
places as far away as Lynchburg and
Charlottesville.
They also reached out to campus
organizations, such as Greeks, to find
JMU students who were willing to
help.
Cogswell and Hill, along with up
to 100 other students, also spent
spring breaks 1993 and '94 in
Homestead, Fla., helping Habitat for
Humanity build new homes for the
victims of Hurricane Hugo. Many
who went on these trips continued to
work after returning with the JMU
chapter. Cogswell said-.
According to Hill, the eventual
goal of the JMU chapter is to build a
house each semester.
Cogswell said the first house any
chapter does is always difficult
because there is so much fund raising
involved.
"We started dreaming about this
house two years ago, and we weren't
sure if we would be able to do this, or
how." Hill said.
"It's been two years coming," Hill
said, "and 1 still can't believe we've
built this house."

,,

(Top left) Six-year-old Corey Brown, one of the four sons, tries to
lend a hand to Habitat for Humanity workers by shoveling some
dirt. (Top right) Freshmen Chris Dana, a member of Circle K, and
Jackie Belliveau, a member of the service committee for the
freshman class, spend the day painting the interior of a closet as
part of their organizations' service projects. (Above) The Brown
family (clockwise from left), Jeremy, Harry Sr., Harry Jr., Corey
and Lane, stands in front of the home they moved into this week.
The family has been staying with Harry Sr.'s parents up until this
week. The house will be dedicated on April 30.
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Burnt rubber.
Students on choppers show bikes not just for bad boys anymore
by Lisa Denny
senior writer
When most people envision the
type of people who ride motorcycles,
they pobably think of the Hell's
Angel stereotype of 40-year-old men
with long hair and offensive tattoos
of naked women on their arms.
i..'.
But this image is rapidly
deteriorating. "The old image is
definitely changing. The market has
shifted to middle- and upper-class
men and women now." said Ryan
Sacco, a sophomore psychology
major. "I don't think it applies to the
typical hoodlum anymore."
Tim Muterstaugh, manager of
Valley Kawasaki-Suzuki Inc., said
the image of bike riders continues to
change. "Just last month I sold bikes
to three women all between the ages
of 30-50. One of the major changes is
the rise in women riding bikes.
"Women are tired, of riding on the
back of someone else's bike and
want to ride themselves," he said.
Susan Danewitz, a senior English
major who owns a motorcycle said,
"It's fun to get the double-takes. It
still is unusual. It's definitely a man's
world."
More and more around the JMU
campus, the combination of speed,
excitement and convenience is
making motorcycles, or, what are

often called crotch rockets, a better
choice of transportation for students.
Danewitz calls riding a bike an
amazing experience.
"Riding is the most incredible
feeling," she said. "You're racing at
speeds that you actually feel and the
world is all around you. It's
wonderful," she said.
Sacco said, "It's the combination
of a slight sense of fear that creates
an adrenaline rush. There is nothing
between you and the road, and you
experience the speed. On a
motorcycle, you can feel the force of
the wind and every bump in the road,
and your senses are heightened."
Jeff Gothelf, a senior mass
communication major, said he feels
riding is a great form of recreation,
and doing crazy things is very
tempting. "It's so tempting because
you realize the power you are sitting
on," he said. "It's a great form of
recreation. Just to go out for a ride is
the best."
Muterstaugh said one of the first
things he tells prospective customers
is to take a rider training program at
Blue Ridge Community College.
The three-day course teaches
people how to ride safely on a
motorcycle and things to look for
when shopping for a bike to buy,
according to Muterstaugh.
Luke Talbott, a senior English

AMY SMiOLXN/staff photographer
Senior Jeff Gothelf, getting reflective on his chopper.
^^

major, got into an accident on his
motorcycle only six weeks after he
purchased his bike, but this hasn't
stopped his love for riding.
"I was coming home from class,
and a car pulled out from Howard
Johnson's and hit me. He plain didn't
even see me," he said.
Talbott went to the hospital and
was treated for deep lacerations to his
legs and other limbs. He said his
helmet saved his life.
It is a Virginia state law for
motorcycle riders to wear helmets.
Many people don't understand
that riding a motorcycle safely takes
practice, said Nate Holder, a
sophomore international business
major. Simply getting on won't make
a safe or good motorcycle ride.
Gothelf agreed. He said riding a
motorcycle is different from driving
a car. "Experience is one of the
things that makes you feel safe when
you are driving," he said. "You have
to go through the less pleasing
experiences to become a good rider."
Talbott said, "The best thing you
can tolf you really want to ride a
motorcycle safely is get someone to
teach you. It's not the sort of thing
you just know how to do by taking
the test by driving around the DMV
parking lot."
Talbott said there is not enough
awareness of what is on the road
besides cars. "People just don't see
motorcycles because they are not
looking for them," he said. "People
don't recognize other people on the
road. Getting into an accident, most
of the time, has nothing to do with
the rider's skill. You have to drive
very defensively."
Talbott plans to get another
motorcycle as soon as he can.
Gothelf also has crashed about
three times. "It is the old ladies in big
cars who never look," he said. Still,
his love of riding makes him want to
ride forever, he said.
Danewitz said the close calls are
just part of riding a motorcycle. "We
take so many other risks in our
lives," she said. "Riding a
motorcycle is trivial. In many ways, I
feel more in control of a motorcycle
than I do with a car."
Contrary to this belief, many
parents disagree with the risk and
find it hard to accept
one —
of *"•-"
their »■«>
kids
f «—

r.
\

AMY SANDLIN/slaff photographer

Ryan Sacco, a sophomore, relaxing against his motorcycle.
is getting a motorcycle.
Many riders find it hard to break it
to their parents they have already
bought a bike or want to get one.
Sacco said his parents don't know
yet. "I have to hide my bike when
they come up," he said. "It's not a
matter of independence; they are just
overly concerned with my wellbeing. Their fear is not unfounded.
No matter how safe I can be you
never can be sure of how safe other
drivers are."
Danewitz said there seems to be a
common bond with all people who
ride motorcycles."When you are
riding down the road, if you pass
another motorcycle, people always
nod their heads. It's sharing a
common experience that makes an
instant connection," she said.
Holder said there is a definite
camaraderie. "It's a lot about being a
team," he said. "You have to stick
together and look out for each other
because no one else on the road is
looking out for you."
On-campus parking also becomes
more convenient for those with a
motorcycle. There are designated
spots around
-K—»
».«u..u campus
i.nn|lu.s where
wncre

motorcycles can park that make
parking much more accessible. Many
students pull right up to the class
room door to park their bike. "I'm
terrible, Danewitz said. "I pull right
up in front of Keezell and park. It's »..)
huge convenience. It's also smaller
and can slip through cracks and
maneuver much better."
Holder said, "Driving a bike to
school lets me sleep in an extra half
hour because I don't have to worry
about catching a bus. You can park
right near class, and they don't really '
enforce parking laws."
Riding alone may be enough for
some riders, but for others, having a
group of people to head up to the
mountains with makes the experience
even better.
Overall, people who have
motorcycles and love to ride said
they feel it will be a lifelong pastime
for them.
Gothelf said, to take off on a nice
day and just go riding, to feel the
wind and the speed is a thrill. It's fast
and it's fun. "I would tell someone to
go for it and get one," he said. "Its a
great form of recreation to simply go
out there
mere and have
nave a good
goc time."

Students participate in all aspects of music making
Class prepares students to create compositions, have their work heard in concert
kv fora MtiA'..-„tt
by
Cars Modisett
staff writer

The music of student composers was heard last night in
Anthony Seeger Auditorium, and the audience didn't hear
anything like Beethoven or Bach.
Most of the students whose work was featured in the
K?2KSS? are taking the ,n,rod«ction to Composition course,
MUS 352, where they are learning about and being influenced
by the rebellious, nontraditional music of 20th-century
composers, according to instructor Ruben Salazar, who finishes
his master's degree in composition in May.
Jim George, a sophomore music education major, wrote the
opening piece for the concert. "March of Grievance Past" is the
first movement of an orchestra suite in progress, and will be
performed by members of the JMU chamber orchestra and
conducted by graduate student Beryl Hoak.

i-<

.

...

«, nCOrgC Sa'd he was or"8'naHy inspired by a Vaughan
Williams symphony, and wanted to write a similar piece that was
personal, almost autobiographical.
George's piece reflects aspects of his own life. "When I look
at my past, I see that I've had a lot of things happen to me and
I ve overcome them to be who I am right now," he said. He
expresses these past experiences through his music, which
includes a number of solos and duets for viola, George's
principal instrument.
Irish-born Houston Dunleavy is a visiting composer this
semester while Professor of Music John Hilliard is on
sabbatical.
Dunleavy commutes from northern Virginia once a week and
works individually with the six undergraduate and three graduate
compositions majors in the School of Music.
"The thing that really impressed me the most was the
diversity...the fact that [the students] all had a different approach

to music," Dunleavy said. He credits this to Milliard's teaching
and voices only one complaint: "I guess the diversity I miss is
that they're all male."
Senior Matthew LaBarge. a pianist, was the only composer on
the recital who is a composition major. His Sonata for Cello and
Piano closed the concert.
"(The piece] is very strongly symbolic," he said describing a
conflict between theology and existentialism expressed through
opposing musical styles.
One style in the sonata is more lyrical, while the other is
angular and harsh, but LaBarge would not say which style
represents which idea.
Amy Domingues. a senior music performance major, plays
the cello part in LaBarge's sonata. "It's very challenging both
technically and musically." Domingues said. "But that's what's
exciting."
see STUDENTS page 25
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Seeking financial independence
by Kara Ogletree

KYLE hVSS/staffphotographer

Members of the improv group, Cillia, Kelly Kerr (r), Kevin Eswood and Sara Baker
lead an acting exercise called the mirror game during auditions Tuesday.

Spur of the moment
Cillia readies for 24-hour improv madness
by Dana Schwartz
staff writer
Cillia — the word is reminiscent of
centipede, maybe because a centipede has all
those tiny little legs, which corresponds to the
dictionary definition of cillia as "short hair-like
cytoplasmic processes."
But Cillia has nothing to do with insects or
biology. According to senior Andrew Wyn,
Cillia is "organized chaos." That is basically
what Cillia does, because there is no set format.
In reality, it's a small improvisational theatre
group composed of about 10 participants. "All
different kinds of art come out in this form,"
senior member Kevin Barents said.
Tryouts, which were held Tuesday, take
place each spring for new members. About 50
students came to Theatre II hoping to be one of
the lucky people chosen to become part of
Cillia.
"We're not looking for a specific number,
maybe around two to three," senior Caitlin
Miller said at the tryouts.
Tryouts consist of hours of theatre games
and improvisations such as Freeze Tag. In this
game the actors are in the middle of a scene,
and one person tags another. This person then
takes over the previous person's role. "We
teach them the games and let them put on a
show for us," senior Kevin Esmond said.
Cillia looks for people who have a lot of
energy and can act as team players, Wyn said.
Senior member Shannon Collins added it is also
important to be able to follow direction. This is
what the core members are looking for during
auditions.
The participants usually like to perform in
relatively intimate settings, according to
Collins. This makes it easier to interact with
audience members. "They are a major part of
the performance," Collins said.
Members of the audience are asked to give
certain variables, such as location, in order to
give the actors something to work with, Collins
said. Every line is created spontaneously.
Cillia's audiences vary greatly. Groups
ranging from JMU students to electricians have
requested performances from Cillia. One of its
most odd shows was performing for a group of
plumbers at a banquet in Dayton. "It was five
Cillia members versus about 100 plumbers in a
Mennonite church," Miller said. "We had to
adjust our humor."

Although humor is an important part of
Cillia's productions, the end result is never just
for shock value. "The ultimate goal is the
creating of a situation, not just to get a laugh,"
senior member Kelly Kerr said.
Essentially, the members of Cillia want to
create art and have fun. "I like it a lot," Barents
said. "It's a good opportunity to use your
imagination."
According to senior Sarah Baker, formal
theatre training is not a prerequisite.
When thinking back on his own tryout just a
year ago, Barents said, "It was a nerve-racking
experience. "He was lucky, however, to have
made it as a member. Almost no one is so
fortunate. Many of the 50 people who came to
tryouts Tuesday had tried out in previous years.
Junior Nate Shelkey, who tried out for his third
time Tuesday, said, "It just seems like it'd be
fun to do."
Junior Justin Jewett tried out for the first
time. "It's something different," he said. "I've
watched them many times and it's just great."
Cillia was started in 1985 by JMU student
Mike Doile. "He was a real experimental,
spazzy freak," Wyn said. Supposedly, Doile
began the group because he was having a
difficult time getting parts in other theatre
productions, according to Wyn.
Today, Cillia is a diverse group of men and
women who are devoted to comic
improvisational theatre. It is for people who
basically want to play and have fun, Kerr said.
"Everybody here is very different," she said.
Cillia performs both on and off campus. Its
most recent JMU show was at the Everything
concert.
Off campus, Cillia has traveled to other
colleges and universities such as University of
Maryland, Skidmore College and Vassar
College. Its usual ticket charge of $3 is used to
offset the cost of travelling, Esmond said.
The group's next show will be a benefit for
Mercy House this weekend. They will perform
24 hours of non-stop improv madness from
noon on Saturday to noon on Sunday in the
Hillside television lounge. Although there is no
charge for this performance, donations are
accepted.
Everyone is encouraged to stop by and
participate in this form of theatre. Be
forewarned, though: "It gets really bizarre. If
you're easily offended, don't come early on
Sunday." Kerr advised.

Graduation puts an end A term papers,
exams and the monetary generosity of Mom
and Dad. For graduates robbed of their
parental financial security, the Princeton
Review's How to Survive Without Your
Parents' Money offers advice.
While author Geoff Martz provides some
solid information about job hunting, he wraps
it in fluffy layers of common sense that people
don't need to pay hard-earned money to
understand.
Martz devotes the first chapter to a general
discussion of parents' expectations for their
children and employers' requirements for
potential employees. He lists passion,
experience, a steady performance and good
people skills as traits employers desire. Job
rs don't need to buy a book to tell them
something this obvious.
Continuing to address issues better left to
personal reflection, the book dives into recent
grads' desires and the ways they can fulfill
them.
you're like most of us,
h beyond measure and lots of
i the boring routine work,
te on the
mportant. glamorous decisions." Such
!hing to teach
and becoming
fb ;-iov: Jt-- HOBte useful bits of
minds
y get
a first step
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e different
because of
i >vide for future job hunts.
:on of i
>s prQVcs
to utilize
career centertf for locating
ire several
■s you never
rig who are actually
help you find a job,"
wrote. By highlighting campus career
centers' potential for help with r6sum6
writing, mock interviews, vocational testing,
recruiting programs and alumni mentor
programs^jhe book points students toward a
strong informational source.
The book's chapter-long crash course on
resumes'and cover letters gives a brief but

overview of how ro impress
potential employers.
To get past the point of mass resumemailing to getting actual interviews, job
hunters need connections, according to Martz.
Instead of simply stating the stark fact that
people need to take advantage of everyone
they know who could possibly know someone
important, Martz creates an entire analysis of
connection and networking systems. He
develops elaborate situations of what job
hunters should say to connections and how
they can wrangle jobs out of them.
Martz's discussion of job searching
through classified ads informs readers of more
than obvious facts. Advising job hunters to
check ads for jobs, Martz warns readers about
phony 1-800 numbers and bogus training
programs disguised as jobs.
Once the book gets to this point in the j
hunt, it reveals its strongest section — job
interviewing. Although this part wastes time
g obvious dos and don'ts, Martz offers^
some solid advice to interviewees.
He emphasizes the need for job hunters to
research their field and the specific company
for which they're interviewing.
Just as helpful, is the book's top 10 list of
most often asked interview questions.
Questions such as "What is the
accomplishment of which you are most
proud?" and "What' is your greatest
weakness?" could fluster anyone who hadn't
prepared ahead of time.
While conducting a full-fledged attack on
the job market, people still need to eat, but
Martz warns against letting one's survival
career become more important than the ideal
one. It's a good point to make, but he exhausts
it by restating the same idea for an entire
section. Readers'can't miss the point that
waiting tables probably won't make them
happy forever if they really want to practice

RI

lally, Martz settles down to discussing
practical details of living on your own."
Despite its title, this section lackiJ detailed
hard facts.
This portion of the book mentions taxes,
insurance and student loans, but not with
enough clarity to furnish individuals with
sufficient information. They would need to
find an additional source for the dirty details
of these economic issues.
Although the book's title implies it will
offer money-saving techniques for scrimping
by on a freshly graduated-from-college
budget, it hovers around money issues without
ever diving into the heart of the matter.

Students

continued from page 23

"It's interesting working with a living
composer, one who can actually give you
feedback...when you're working on Bach and
Haydn, you can't ask them questions like, 'How
should I interpret this?'" she added. Senior Mike
Pearce, a double bass player majoring in
performance with a concentration in jazz studies,

"[The students] are
trying to find their own
voice. >>
Ruben Salzar
music graduate student
composed his Work Songs for the recital. These
two songs arc unusual in that Pearce includes, in
addition to bass, percussion and soprano
saxophone, a narration performed by theater
major James Pinkowski.
"The narrator is an instrument," Pearce said.
"I'm trying to look at it like that. . . . He's going
to be interacting, improvising, trading places
with the other musicians."
Pearce said the piece originally began as a

tribute to bass player Charles Mingus. "(The
first movement] deals with that rough edginess
of the morning when you've been up all night
without sleep . . . when you see [the sky] turn
from black to purple to blue to pink."
"The second movement is very wild, very
passionate, and very sexual," Pearce said. "I
think the music department's going to get kind
of a shock."
In addition to these pieces, Wednesday's
recital included two brass quintets, a tuba and
piano duet, and a piano sonata.The course that
Pearece and the other students are taking is
taught twice a week. On Wednesdays there are
lectures and assignments, and on Mondays the
students play and discuss what they have
written. The students in the class are required to
compose a minimum of five to eight minutes of
music per semester, but there are no restrictions
as to the form or instrumentation they use.
Consequently. Wednesday's recital included
a variety of styles including minimalism (music
thai uses a small, repetitive amount of pitches
and rhythms), twelve-tone (music which has no
central key), and ragtime/swing.
"(The Students] are trying to find their own
voice." Sala/ar said. "Copying is probably the
best way to acquire technique...then you decide
what trend you want to follow."
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CAREER CONTACTS
Judith Fox Temporaries, Central Virginia's industry
leader for temporary office support services, is
accepting applications now for summer employment.

(703) 433-1177
91 N. Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA
Lunch: Monday - Saturday
11:00 a.m. -2:30 p.m.
Dinner: Monday - Saturday
5:00p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Specializing in Nonvegetarian/Vegetarian Indian
Cuisine

Make prime corporate contacts, gain valuable business
experience, enhance your skills and build your resume
while earning great weekly pay and excellent benefits.
Call now to schedule an appointment. Never a fee. EOE.
Locally owned and operated.
10800 Midlothian Turnpike
7301 Forest Avenue
Suite 154
Suite 200
Richmond, VA 23235
Richmond, VA 23226
(804)379-9159
(804) 285-8686
3042-C Berkmar Drive
(800) 592-5087
Charlottesville,VA2290l
(804) 975-5700
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Playwright comes to see own work
Poetey reading sponsored in conjunction with Theatre II production
by Karen McLaughlin
senior writer

KYLE BVSS/siaffpholcgrapher

Rasputin, played by sophomore Steve Holt, seeks guidance
from the Lord during a dress rehearsal Tuesday night.

When "The Libertine" started
running Wednesday at Theatre II, the
play's cast received an opening night
response from more than the general
public.
The playwright of "The
Libertine," Robert Arthur, attended
the performance, and in addition, will
share some of his other .works today.
"The best feedback you could hear
is from the writer himself," said
sophomore Julia Salo, who plays the
Russian Czarina Alexandra and
Praskovia, the wife of the main
character, Rasputin.
Viewing the play is not the only
reason for Arthur's visit from his
home in the Tidewater area to JMU.
He will also present some of his most
recent poems, as well as some from
his book Hymns to the Chesapeake in
a poetry reading today at 4 p.m. in
Theatre I!, sponsored by the student
literary organization Alastor.
"it is really exciting to hear a
writer come and talk about their own
work and read their poetry, to see a
side of it you have never seen," said
senior Walter Deane, who plays
Makari.
Arthur is an author of plays, short
fiction, including The New Gothic
Restaurant, and poetry. He has
received a Citation by the People's
Acndemy of the Arts and a Baucum
Fulkerson Award for Literary
Excellence. He is a professor of
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English at Tidewater Community
College and serves as a theatre critic
and columnist for The VirginianPilot and Port Folio magazine.

"It's always exciting when you
have an artist out there making it,
doing what he wants to do," Alastor
program director Robert Krut said.
Krut said Arthur's writing seems
"very Whitmanesque. It is very
celebratory."
Arthur's visit will enable him to
share his poetry and offer a
perspective of his native area. 'This
is1 very Tidewater-related," play
director Todd Kovner, a senior, said
about Hymns to the Chesapeake.

"You get a feel for the people around
there and the sights and the sounds
and the smells of the foghorns and
fishermen."
While the readings will take place
in an atmosphere different from what
Arthur will describe. Krut said he
feels the theatre setting will add to
the evenKbecause Arthur will be
speaking from the same stage on
which his play is performed.
"It is an excellent companion
piece to seeing the play," Krut said.
Kovner said Arthur also had
interest in seeing the JMU
performance of "The Libertine,"
which was first performed in 1980 in
Portsmouth. "The script itself has not
been published," he said, "so part of
his interest in coming here is to look
at the changes made to the play and
then try to make some more changes
himself." Arthur can then revise and

"You're Hired
Why wait tables this summer? Come to Remedy and let us help you
gain valuable office experience that could enhance your resume! We
don't just hire you, we spoil you with bonuses, benefits, free PC training,
and assignments with Richmond's elite companies! Nobody treats
you better.
We have many positions available:
• Secretaries
• Clerical Personnel
• Word processors
• Customer Service Reps
• Data Entry Operators
• Electronic Assemblers
• Receptionists
• Warehouse Workers
STUDENTS - once you have applied with Remedy, all it takes is a
simple phone call to let us know you're available for work over
your summer, spring, and Christmas breaks!
NO FEE TO YOU!

Remedy
EAST END/LABURNUM

For rcM-rvation information call

289-5794

resubmit the script for publishing.
The title "The Libertine" refers to
one who thinks freely about religion
and morals. The play is set during the
1917 Russian Revolution, and
features characters representative of
the Russian peasants and monarchy.
The play focuses on Rasputin,
who begins life as a peasant and
believes God calls him to he a holy
man. Later he gets carried away
when he comes into a great amount
of power as adviser to the-Czarina.
Rasputin is also "this boisterous
ravisher of girls," said, sophomore^ 4
Steve Holt, who plays the role.
Kovner said he believes Rasputin
shows character throughout his
bizarre experiences. "[The play]
covers different events of his life like
a dream sequence," he said.
At limes of political and religious
turmoil, Rasputin is directed by
Makari. a character similar to an
angel, Kovner said.
Deane said, "He is like a spiritual
guide who guides him through
different stages of development to
show and make sure he experiences
everything."
Experiences presented in the play
can also be related to those of today,
according to Kovner, who hopes the
audience will leave the play making
this connection. "It would be nice if
they could sec it as representative of
every generation," Kovner said.
"The Libertine" will run af
Theatre II 8 p.m. April 26-29, 2 p.m. i
April 30 and midnight April 28

INTELLIGENT STAFFING
WEST END/INNSBROOK SOUTH OF THE JAMES

RESTON/NORTHERN VA

(804) 222-1548

(804) 270-4429

(804) 379-7614
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Suite 111
Richmond, VA 23060
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Richmond, VA 23235
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Suite 205
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It was the best of times*
Senior Adam
Foldenauer
reflects on the
best moments
in his four
years of watching and
covering JMU sports. . . .
* i- ■

It's time to say goodbye. Like a prisoner
awaiting execution, my time is short. So
many memories — it's almost impossible to
select a few. But I've toiled to put together a
list of the sporting events that brought me the
most joy during my four years at JMU.
First, a few honorable mentions:
• Schroeder def. Dixon 6-1, 3-6, 7-5, Sept. 24,
1994 — Facing a match point, JMU top seed
Tory Schroeder gets a favorable net cord and
comes back to win in "the JMU Invitational.
• JMU 42, Delaware 38, Oct. 9, 1993
(Homecoming) — Second-ranked Delaware is
just one of a number of ranked teams that fell to
the Dukes during the Rip Scherer era.
• JMU 6, Virginia Tech 5 (14 innings), March
30, 1995 — The longest game in JMU baseball
history. Tech freshman Jon Hand pitches 7 1/3
innings of stellar relief, scores the go-ahead run
in the top of the 14th, then gets the loss in the
bottom of the 14th. Life isn't fair.
• JMU 83, American 79, Jan. 27, 1993 — With
JMU down two. Will Davis scores six points in
the final 1:02, including a steal and lay-up with
two seconds left, to seal the victory.
• JMU 87, ODU 80, Feb. 19, 1995 — Shelia
Moorman and Co. break the Monarchs' spell
over the Colonial Athletic Association in
ODU's attempt to win its 50th consecutive
conference game.
Now, on with the real deal.
10.1995 JMU men's soccer playoff run
The powers of the vaunted Atlantic Coast
Conference are no match for the Dukes. JMU
handles the University of North Carolina, then
beats Duke University 2-1 amidst a Reservoir
Field snow storm. University of Virginia then
puts a different type of precipitation on JMU's
parade — rain. The Wahoos cream the Dukes
4-1. It was fun while it lasted.
9. JMU 91, Purdue 87, Dec. 3,1994
One of the few times all season the Zoo
Cage is actually full. The Dukes look wellrounded and solid at every position in knocking
off the eventual Big Ten champs.
And the season is still young! Who's to say
how high these Boilermaker-beating Dukes can
fly? Surely they'll march on to the CAA crown.
At least second place. Well, no way will they
lose to Liberty, Furman or American.
8.1995 field hockey
JMU's first national championship comes
via a triple-overtime 2-1 win over the topranked 'Heels. The Duke Club rewards head
coach Christy Morgan with a green Jeep
Cherokee.
7. JMU 42, Delaware 35 (2 OT), Nov. 30,
1991
As the drama unfolds in Delaware, I pace
my garage while listening on the radio.
In the first overtime, J.C. Hall blocks a
Delaware field goal attempt. The Dukes
seemingly have the upset tucked away, but
JMU tailback Kenny Sims fumbles on the
Delaware 3-yard line.
Redemption is sweet for Sims. On the first
play of the second overtime, Sims barrels 25
yards for a touchdown. The JMU defense holds
on fourth and goal to record the Dukes' firstever playoff win.
« ■>

(above) Kent Culuko Is
mobbed by the JMU loyals
after nailing "The Shot" vs.
ODU in the CAA finals.
(right) Clayton Ritter fires
up a shot versus Florida in
the NCAA Tourney. Ritter
carried JMU with 27 points.
(left) Kenny Sims barrels
through the Delaware line.
Sims rushed for 153 yards
and 3 TD's in this game.
FILE PHOTOS
6. UNLV 80, JMU 73, Dec. 5,1991
Only my second JMU basketball game and
already I see Tark, Elmore Spencer and J.R.
Rider. You couldn't ask for anything more.
Well, an upset win would be nice. The
Dukes lead for most of the game before
UNLV's size and experience takes over.
Despite the loss, I am in love with JMU
basketball.
My first dose of the Electric Zoo is a strong
one. At times I'm scared — the Convo shakes
so violently. What a wimpy freshman.
5. OB's Eriq Williams (1989-1992) and
Mike Cawley (1993-present)
No, not an event — but can these two guys
ever put on a show. The anchors of Scherer's
high-powered offense, Williams wrote the
record books and Cawley is gradually replacing
him. Cawley needs 1,334 yards this season to
break Williams' JMU career passing record.
Both quarterbacks are deadly on the option,
and Cawley is just as lethal through the air. For
years, JMU's best defense was an Eriq
Williams-led offense.
4. JMU 9, VCU 9, May 15,1994
Never has a tie had such a fantastic finish.
The game — JMU's regular-season finale at
the Diamond in Richmond — means nothing,
and early it appears as if the Dukes will simply
go through the motions. After spotting VCU an
early lead, the Dukes' bats begin to warm up.
Macey Brooks clouts a triple to the 400-foot
sign in center. Jay Johnson blasts a homer to
right as rains threaten.
With the score knotted at nine in the bottom
of the eighth, VCU has runners on first and
third with two outs. Enter reliever Casey
Brookens, who promptly fans the next batter.

Same score in the bottom of the ninth as the
Rams load the bases with one out. It begins to
sprinkle, and VCU fans gather their belongings
in anticipation of a win. The heart of the VCU
lineup stands ready, but so does Brookens.
Brookens sets both the four and five hitters
down swinging.
Then, the rains come. Really come. The
lights blow out and the game is called.
3. Marshall 28, JMU 21 (OT), Dec. 3,1994
The final game of the Scherer era. Marshall
fans are the cockiest I've ever come in contact
with, but rightfully so. The Herd practically has
a reserved slot in the I-AA championship game.
And Marshall looks to be on its way to
another slaughter, pounding the Dukes early,
14-0. But Cawley dominates the second half,
battling the mighty Herd to a draw.
After the Dukes fall in overtime, Scherer sits
defiant in the face of the Marshall press, who
listed Marshall as 18-point favorites. Yeah, the
loss hurts, but it's a good hurt
2. Florida 64, JMU 62, March 17,1994
JMU's only trip to the Big Dance since 1983
is a dream come true. I make the trip to Long
Island, NY to root on the Dukes.
Clayton Ritter is the main man who keeps
this from being a tragic disappointment. After
sitting out most of the first half with foul
trouble, Ritter returns in the second to put on a
one-man show. Ritter plays his last collegiate
game like a men among boys, hitting fadeaways, hooks, dunks, jumpers; you name it. He
throws in a trey for good measure.
"Can anybody stop Ritter?" CBS's James
Brown asks. Not tonight.
As the game gets tight, Ritter continues to
score. Culuko is fouled while flinging in a trey:

Alas, it is not enough. Dennis Leonard turns the
ball over on JMU's last possession. Ritter
finishes the game with 27 points in 25 minutes.
An added memory from the game is the
company I keep. I get a prime seat underneath
the basket — and next to Kent's father. Cliff
Culuko. We spend the first half discussing
strategies as he beats me with his program
while yelling at Leonard to "penetrate and
dish."
Before we get to No. 1, a brief
Interruption for the No. 1 all-time quote:
Kareem Robinson, on"his lack of production:
"People come up to me and tell me, 'If I was 6foot-8 I'd be averaging 20 points a game. I'd be
dominating the glass.' I tell them, 'If I was
spending 18 G's of my mother's money to go to
school here, I'd have a 4.0 every semester.' It's
all good."
He's got a point
1. JMU 77, ODU 76, March 7,1994
The shot. You know the story. If not, „
transfer.
With l.l seconds to play in the CAA final,
Culuko drains a three-pointer that sends the
Dukes to the NCAAs. Ritter inbounds, Lou
Rowe screens off ODU's Kevin Larkin, Culuko
swings in front of ihe JMU bench, release,
rotation, follow-through ... bedlam.
Culuko* s shot is the memory most take from
the game, but that's just scratching the surface.
The entire 40 minutes is classic.
ODU builds a 19-point second-half lead
before Dennis Leonard and Darren McLinton
start the comeback. Leonard single-handedly
picks up the JMU defense and forces ODU into
bad decisions. McLinton's NBA-range three
with minutes to play is simply clutch.
Few realize how big Culuko's one shot is to
the basketball program and to the university.
With one tickling of the twine, gone are the
grumblings about firing Driesell. No more talk
of JMU as choke-artists. Bad memories are
erased and the program is rejuvenated.
Well, sincere thank-yous are in order. I've
had the pleasure of watching hundreds of
athletes throughout my college career and I
appreciate them all, from Travis Wells to Kevin
Nehring.
And I'm not one to get emotional, but I feel
the need to gather all JMU athletes together for
a big group hug as I sing "It's So Hard to Say
Goodbye To Yesterday."
On second thought, I'll just pop in the Boyz
II Men CD on my way out the door.
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and f/re worst of times ...
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.. . while
I former photo
editor Mike
I Heffner looks
back on his
biggest disappointments
in JMU athletics.
I've worked here at The Breeze since the fifth
issue of my freshman year, and in that time
I've shot or covered almost every varsity
sport at JMU. Since I am the "old man" at The
Breeze, allow me to get into my grumpy,
negative mode and reel off my 10 biggest
disappointments in JMU sports over the last
four years, in reverse order...
#10 — De-Rock no longer in the house
1 believe Dennis Leonard was the best point
guard JMU put on the court during my time
here. He wasn't the smoothest or most polished
point guard the Dukes had, but he always
played with intensity and heart, and that's what
a team of mostly low-key guys needed during
the "Kent for three" comeback .
Unfortunately, Leonard couldn't manage to
keep himself academically eligible for fall or
spring semester this year, which is too bad,
considering the team was his to lead. I saw
Leonard talking to the Dukes between halves of
the Colonial Athletic Association championship
game with ODU back in March. Does De-Rock
make up the five-point difference and get the
Dukes back in the tournament? Well, the sad
pan is we'll never know.
#9 — Women's lacrosse loses to
Delaware in 1995 CAA semifinals, 6-5
This was a classic case of a team coming out
and laying one big, fat egg right when it didn't
need to. The worst part about the 6-5 upset loss
Saturday could be that the fourth-ranked Dukes
may not get a NCAA tournament bid May 8,
because they do genuinely deserve it. I never
covered lacrosse before this season, and this
team definitely made me a fan of the sport.
Good luck to you all; maybe you'll still have a
chance to bring in JMU's second national
championship this year.
#8 — The Ray Heatwole era of JMU
baseball
All right, let's do some simple math here.
Before Heatwole assumed command of the
JMU baseball team in 1989, the Dukes played
.684 ball in the previous 10 years with two
conference championships and four NCAA
tournament berths. During his four years the
Dukes were 102-90-1 (.531) and never came
close to a CAA title. After Heatwole departed
in 1993, Kevin Anderson led the Dukes to a 4019-1 record last season with virtually the same
players. Ideas, anybody?
Heatwole has to be considered a
disappointment in light of the greater successes
before and after his reign. He just couldn't
relate to and get the best out of his players,
something Anderson has proven to be masterful
at. Plus, Heatwole tended to be surly and gruff;
when JMU allowed seven runs in the ninth
inning to lose to University of Maryland, 14-11,
in April 1993, afterwards he growled, "They
wanted to win worse than we did. That's all
there is to it." Thanks, Coach, I don't miss you
at all.
#7 — Women's soccer never living up to
potential
I hate to say this, but Northern Virginia is a
hotbed of women's soccer, right? I think Dave
Lombardo is an excellent coach and a quality
guy. The Dukes always seem to beat a lot a bigtime teams in off-season spring games, like
University of North Carolina. So why haven't
I il l
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(far left) Lefty Driesell
barks out strategy in
a game at the Convo.
(above) Brent Bennett
endures the agony of
defeat after JMU's
1993 upset by Loyola.
(left) Holly Rilinger
lies in pain with a
dislocated finger at
the 1995 CAA final.
FILE PHOTOS
they done it in the fall?
Every year Lombardo says this is the year
JMU is going to become a national contender,
and every year the Dukes end up just over .500
and miss the NCAA tournament Please, ladies,
I know there's tons of talent out there. Step up
like the men's soccer team has, beat some
teams, and give JMU another elite athletic
program, OK ?
#6 — Men's soccer loses to Loyola in
1993 NCAA tournament first round, 1-0.
Yes, the Dukes didn't get a first-round home
game because of the supposed inadequacies of
X-lot field. Loyola's field was artificial turf, a
ridiculous surface for soccer and something
JMU hadn't played on all year. Maybe a
potential second-round matchup with UVa.
stuck in the players' heads and they overlooked
Loyola just a little bit.
For whatever reasons, the Dukes traveled to
Loyola and lost on a freak goal while JMU's
offense never got into gear. After a stellar CAA
tournament, the whole season seemed to go
down the drain. At least the team rebounded
this year and beat up on the ACC on the way to
an Elite Eight tournament finish in 1994.
#5 — The M'A'S'H unit, otherwise
known as the women's basketball team
Recently, Sports Illustrated did a story on
the rash of knee injuries in women's basketball.
Surprisingly, the magazine didn't come to
Harrisonburg, where Shelia Moorman and her
Dukes have lost seven players to knee injuries
and 11 players overall for a total of 149 games
over the last three seasons. Some of the injured
players returned to form (Sarah Schreib, Krissy
Heinbaugh), but most did not (Gail Shelly,
Jackie Freeman, Andrea Woodson, et al.)
The Dukes, who made the NCAAs four
straight years in the late 1980s, never made it to
the Big Dance while I've been here. They've
never been at full strength in March when
they've had to be, and it's a damn shame.
#4 — The "Classic Weekend" of defeat
in 1991
Seniors, remember that classic weekend
December of freshman year? Jerry Tarkanian
j and U NLV came, jijto tqwn Thursday^ night to

take on the Dukes. Saturday afternoon, the
football team hosted Samford University for
JMU's first-ever home I-AA football playoff
game. Then that night BYU arrived at the
Convo to complete the best trio of games this
campus has ever scheduled.
Well, Elmore Spencer and J.R. Rider took
care of the Dukes 80-73 for loss number one.
Saturday, Trey Weis choked on a 25-yard chip
shot field goal to send the game into overtime
and JMU lost, 24-21. Finally. BYU slid by the
Dukes 66-63 to end it all. Three big games,
three narrow losses. I came from a high school
of perennial losers; I guess I really should have
been used to it.
#3 — The 1992 Parents' Day loss to
Appalachian State, 27-21.
If you're up 21-7 with three minutes to go,
and your opponent has a fourth and 20 at your
21-yard line, wouldn't you feel pretty safe? Not
this time. Appalachian State scored three
touchdowns as JMU turned the ball over twice
in those three minutes. The coup de grace was a
44-yard Hail Mary touchdown pass by
Appalachian State with no time left on the
clock for the crushing defeat.
The Dukes, who were 3-2 entering the game
and had an outside shot at the playoffs,
promptly went into the tank and only won one
more game that season. Thankfully, we haven't
played Appalachian State since.
#2 — JMU's 54-49 loss to ECU at the
1993 CAA men's basketball tournament
How was this possible? I remember when
both ODU and Richmond went out in the first
round, the path looked clear for JMU to finally
make the NCAA tournament. Instead, the
Dukes made Lester Lyons famous, and the
entire country was treated to countless features
on the Pirates, the only losing team to make the
Big Dance.
I remember Bryan Edwards missing a threepointer to tie the game at 52 off the very same
play Kent drained his three in 1994.1 remember
Jeff Chambers speaking so eloquently to the
media after the game, talking about how we
couldn't know how he felt in his heart. I
remember finding an open hotel bar afterwards
and drowtyag; the sorrows with ,sorne fifth-year

seniors who were really ticked off at Lefty.
Most of all. I remember thinking (wrongly) that
the Dukes were never, ever going to make the
tournament.
#1 — Charles Grice (Lefty) Driesell
How can I knock everyone's favorite
lefthander? First of all, when I came here I was
as impressed by Lefty as anybody else. But
when you hear and see as much as I have of
Lefty for four years, it's really hard to like him.
I have countless points to make any Lefty fan
think twice, but let's just hit a few lowlights.
• He recruits players that have had either no
chance academically at JMU or left without
contributing anything to the Dukes. (Is Reggie
Waddy still trying to get enough credits to
transfer? How about Johnny Tyson? Anybody
remember Gerry Lancaster, David Foskuhl or
Emeka Wilson?)
• His teams have never played fundamentally
sound offensive basketball; as a result, the
Dukes tend to lose close games down the
stretch. (The Dukes have been 16-21 in games
decided by five points or less in the last four
seasons.)
• Lefty once referred to himself as "a legend, a
damn legend" in an interview with a local
reporter. How's that forego?
All in all. I do respect Lefty's
accomplishments; winning over 650 games in a
coaching career is no small feat, and I do
believe deep down he is a genuinely good
person.
But I also think he's never fully accepted
what happened at Maryland (read Lenny, Lefty,
and the Chancellor for the best account of the
Len Bias tragedy) and came here to relive glory
days that have passed him by.
Lefty's on the down side of an otherwise
brilliant career, and I firmly believe the Dukes
will not return to the NCAA tournament until
he leaves JMU. Sometimes I almost feel sorry
for the man ...

' '

Well, that's all, folks. As I leave JMU. I
know I've been able to see collegiate athletics
up close for what it really is. There's good,
there's bad, but there's always excitement and a
story in il, and that's what makes sports so
great.
,
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NBA playoffs are wide-open
by John Taylor
contributing writer
This year's NBA playoffs promise to be
more exciting than any since, well... since any
Michael Jordan has played in.
Actually, this year promises to provide even
more excitement than the playoffs of old, when
everyone knew at the beginning that Jordan's
Bulls would take the rings. This year is
unpredictable, without a consensus pick to win.
Now, about those Bulls. Unless you have
been in a cave, you know Michael Jordan ended
his year-and-a-half retirement from basketball,
leading Chicago to a 13-4 late season run. The
Bulls (47-35) enter the playoffs as a fifth seed.
Don't start writing that chapter in history
just yet, though. The Bulls have a few games to
play before they start getting fitted for another
set of rings. This team is nowhere near the
caliber of the three championship squads.
The Orlando Magic, led by Shaq-Fu himself,
appeared destined for greatness, but they have
slowed to a crawl entering the playoffs. They
have been set back by injuries, and have the
lowest free throw percentage in the league.
The Magic will have trouble when they face
Boston in the first round. The Celtics own a 3-1
record over the Magic this year and enter the
playoffs playing better of late than Orlando.
With this being the last playoff scries to be
held in the Boston Garden, look for mystique
and emotion to play a key part when game three
of this series is played. If the Magic are
overwhelmed they stand a good chance of
becoming just the second No. I seed ever to be
bounced in the first round.
The East was hard to call without Jordan, so
his return throws a wrench at prognoslicators.
The Bulls will make it to the Eastern
Conference finals. Charlotte is still too young,
and will be missing a vital cog in the injured
Scott Burrell. Mugsy Bogues could also be out,
or at least slowed by his ailing hamstring.
Chicago next defeats either Boston or
Orlando. Chicago's three centers equal 36 foul

shots for Shaq. The result is a Chicago victory.
The Bulls should see Indiana in the
conference finals. The Pacers are perfect at
every position. Genius coach Larry Brown has
also turned them into the third-best defensive
team in the league. That, accompanied with a
good bench, will push the Pacers past the Bulls
and into the finals.
Who the Pacers will meet in the finals is
another tough question. The top four teams in
the West own records better than Orlando, the
top seed in the East. Each team puts up more
than 100 points per game. The top four all have
a legitimate shot at the title, and defending
champ Houston can't be counted out either.
San Antonio looks to be the team that will
rise to the top in the West. It has the best record
in the league, and has persevered through a
season in which it lost rebounding demon
Dennis Rodman for 33 games. The Spurs have
managed to squeeze career years out of
mediocre players Avery Johnson and Vinny Del
Negro. And it has a damn good center in David
Robinson, who deserves the MVP award.
Phoenix, Utah and Seattle all have the same
problem: a gaping hole in the middle. None
have a dominating center, or even a good
center. Despite talent at other positions, even if
that talent is a Charles Barkley or a Karl
Malone, these teams can't win without
someone to match up on Robinson or rebound
with Rodman. Houston has the center in
Hakeem, but it doesn't have much else. Clyde
Drexler will create some problems, but Houston
simply can't repeat the magic this season.
So the finals will feature the Spurs going
against their former coach. Brown, and his
Pacers. The series will feature some great
matchups, but once again, it will come down to
the men in the middle. Robinson should
dominate Rik Smits, and if he gets doubleteamed, his teammates will hit the open shots.
The Spurs will have home-court advantage, and
they are a better road team than Indiana.
Robinson will finally win himself and the Spurs
an NBA championship.

SPORTS
HIGHLIGHTS
WOMF.N'S TENNIS
Jamieson named tennis MVP
Junior Meredith Jamieson has been named
the most valuable player of the 1994-'95 JMU
women's tennis team.
Jamieson moved up to the No. 3 seed in the
Dukes' singles lineup this spring. She
compiled an 8-5 dual-match singles record and
an 11-3 doubles record, leading the team in
wins in both singles and doubles competition.

MKN'S TF.NMS
Dukes take fourth in the CAA
Championships
The JMU men's tennis team finished fourth
in the CAA Championships April 22-23 at Old
Dominion University.
The fourth-seeded Dukes beat fifth-seeded
William & Mary 5-0 in the quarterfinal round
Friday and then lost 5-2 to top-seeded
University of Richmond Saturday. The Dukes
lost 4-3 to second-seeded ODU on Sunday in a
rain delayed match.
University of Richmond won the eight-team
tournament with a 4-0 victory Sunday over
third-seeded George Mason.

JMU HALL OF FAME
JMU announces inductees
Margaret F. Horn
Horn coached the JMU archery team from
!972-'92 and led the women's team to two
national outdoor titles (1982-'90) and a
national indoor title (1990). Her women's team

Q G>

\

won 11 straight Eastern Region crowns (1980'90). JMU's mixed team was national runnerup seven times and Eastern Region champions
10 times. Her men's team won 11 Eastern
Region titles. She was the 1981 National
Archery Association Coach of the Year and
1989 Eastern Region Coach of the Year. Horn
laid the foundation for the JMU volleyball
program while coaching that team from 1966'74.
Janet McCullough Gerard ('83)
Gerard won the national individual title in
archery in 1982 and led JMU to the women's
title, its first national team championship. She
was the first JMU archer to earn All-America
honors as a freshman. A three-time AllAmerica and four-time all-Eastern Region
honoree, Gerard won three Eastern Region
titles (1979, 1980, 1982). She was named to
the U.S. National Team five times and
qualified for the U.S. Olympic Festival four
times. She is currently training for the 1996
U.S. Olympic Team.
I*s Branich ('76)
Branich was the quarterback of JMU's first
football team (1972) and its only unbeaten
team (9-0-1. 1975). He was a four-year starter,
one of two members of JMU's original team to
play all four years. He was first-team all-state
in 1974 when he threw for 1,133 yards and
eight touchdowns. The 1.133 passing yards
still rank sixth on JMU's season passing yard
list, and his 1,468 yards of total offense in
1974 are JMU's sixth best season total offense
mark. He is seventh on the Dukes' career
passing yards list (1,819) and eighth on team's
career total offense list (2.528).

2 Blocks to Campus

I MADISON SQUARE
TOWNHOlim
3Bedroom21/2bath
Fully furnished units
Individual leases

* SOME ROOMS
REDUCED*
Appliances furnished
Central heat/air

CALL TODAY
434-1173
COLD WELL BANKER
HORSLEY AND CONSTABLE

COLDUJCLL
BANKER□
HORSLEY AND
CONSTABLE

V

FoxfteldRaces ATTENTION
STUDENTS!!
PLEASE READ
Indecent exposure, viz., which includes using the
bathroom in public, is a CLASS ONE
MISDEMEANOR (VA. Code S 18.2-387) which
state penal law the Foxfield Management, through
its security and if necessary with the assistance of
the county sheriffs office or police office, will
enforce strictly. All violators will be identified and
prosecuted to the full limits of the law which
penalty under Virginia Law can result in
confinement in jail for not more than twelve
months and received a fine not more than $1000,
either or both. Further, all persons so identified
shall be banned from the premises for all future
races and prosecuted for trespass if they return
after receiving notice UNLESS Foxfield voluntarily
consents to lifting the sanction on application of
the individual consenting to a contract of good
behavior.
Paid

Advertisement
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GOING TO EUROPE?

^SJ^S
miK
*

*

-THE VALLErS HRST WATERBED DEALER**

• Waterbeds
• Mattress Sets
• Futons

it from

Home?
All start
at $99.95

THE BEST PLACE TO START IS THE
AYH TRAVEL CENTER IN WASHINGTON, DC!
•
•
•
•

Eurailpasses issued on the spot - Ask about our special railpass/backpack offer!
Hostelling International membership cards and international student id's.
15% discounts on all travel guides and travel backpacks with a hostel card.
Home of Discount Airfare Finders - low cost flights worldwide.

YOUR ONE-STOP TRAVEL CENTER- VISA AND MASTERCARD ACCEPTED.

Hostelling International Travel Network

■■■■■MHHM'aH'^

AMERICAN YOUTH HOSTELS TRAVEL CENTER

semes er.

See you in
August!

Breeze
JAMES

V

wk

MADISON

UNIVERSITY

JSBEt"w.
202/783-4943
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Outer Bounds \ CJ. Grebb
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l» NOT WORTHY OF
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SATORM. OOIS THE
GALAXY HAVE A

OF COURSE HOT'
X OOVT KNOW
WHAT

Verisimilitude \ Brent Coulson

DO YOU SCC NOW
WHY YOU »HOOU>WT
S(T IN JuoeiMSMT OP
EARTH? TOO EKJOY ITS
CULTURB WHILE YOU
CRITICIXS IT» WAYS
SAToRw TOLO Y0tI
^KB IT WAS, AMD
An. You COULD see
WERE OOR. Wf Ak»»*SiSS.
SATURU IS A GREAT
ANTHROPOLOSIST WHO
NOT OMLY FIT RI5HT
IM TO EARTH
WAYS,
BUT BROUSKT ME AND
HOLLY TOMTKSR. IM
THE BARCAiU , SKowiu<S
YOU

WHATS

BEST ABOUT EARTH „
OOT»«. IOOHM :

n% i m> -

A»HL
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Calvin and Hobbes \Bill Watterson
I NED
TO GET A
HEART RATE
MONITOR.,

VWAT FOR?

TO MNE SURE TM CHEWING
AT K< AER08JQ THRESHOLD.'
EVERN DAt 1 WANT TO SEE
THAT rM CUEMM6 MORE
GUM FASTER. HARDER,
AND bONGER.'

NUATS THE POINT OF A
ATTACHIWG A NUMBER /
TO ENERtfWNG rj^ro*

IF XOOR HUNBH5 \ SOEWCE TO
OS UP, IT MEANS I THE SrlWTS
*WR£ HAVING / RESCUE

Joe Cartoon \Brian Kersbasky
~Joe■■■ Ur>oi.'5 urorAf,.. f\rc yxj

5ad because youre sradoa^in^
and Waring JMU \jcWrd (^
LJnax }.-• No rnan.... Thai
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my atleraies acAioo. (jpf

The One\5ama Forjindam
RES' IW HELL
WITH yoi*
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Store \hiiosi \n\iliini:
NlmhiM Italcs

('oill|l.'ll'«' ltlll<V«i
A I ;n*ililirs

MINI STORAGE
I'rivaU* SloiB;ijJSifc ICooins
Lorien Lea Denham.

2 Locations

433-1000

Killed by a drunk driver on Good Friday, March 29,1991, al
College Park Dnvc and Hwv 19 North in Mrridian.Miss.
1 f you don't stop your friend from driving drunk, who will? Do whatever it takes.
ILIIIISHMIMII

i:

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

SATURDAY APRIL 29TH ONE DAY ONLY!
NBHJI r->i-i

http://www.tripod.com

Looking for
Summer
Employment?

|W SUMMER MOON
!§SPINX3
ifflCLEARLIGHT
QMETOR LIGHT

s

and ask for Ms.
Powell to schedule an
interview!

ALL OUTBOUND TENTS 25% OFF

THE SPORT

!

SELECTED TEVA A
MERREL SANDLES

.•fii

HELIX

wo* $275.00 now $199.00
wa* $219.00 now $155.00

IMOUNTAINSMITH . Cr.tton. I. .
IBLACK DIAMOND . Corloir ....
I DIAMOND BRAND . Alpha ....
I LOWE
Contour . . .
IcREGORY
Evolution ....
[KELTY
Supor Tioga . .

PURfem
MICRO FILTER

was $4455
now $34.95

wa. $290.00 now $190.00
. wa* S9Z00 now S4SD0
. wa* $6435 now $49.95
wu $239.00 now $109.00
. wa* S199.00 now S169D0
wa* S175.0O now $139.00

SCARPA ROCK SHOES

15% OFF

ALL NORTH FACE POLARSUARD HV
SLEEPING BAGS

caii 564-9600

MOUNTAIN HARDWEAR,
NORTH FACE KELTY. QUEST.
WALRU& DIAMOND BRAND.

"HIKER"

ZEROS

If you are staying in
town for the
summer and you are
looking for full or
part time
employment, give
us a call today!

OTHER BRANDS INCLUDE:

SELECTED NOONS BOOTS PROM
MERRELL, TECNICA. ONE SPORT
£ ROCKPORT
• <»»

HIGHLANDER. . wai S26Z00 now $179.00

•'.

now $149.00
now $225.00
now $175.00
now $195.00

REGISTER TO WIN DOOR PRIZES INCLUDING A QUEST 2 PERSON TENT.
■*

TransAmerica Marketing
Services Inc. currently
hiring Client Service
Representatives for
evening and weekend
shifts.

was $225.00
was $324.99
was $249.99
was $24939

OFF,
SIZES, STYLES & QUANTITYS ARE LIMITED
SHOP EARLY FOR BEST SELECTION

THE NORTH PACE ^
Cora-Tax Mountain Li^ht
Parka or Mountain lackat

^

CAPILENE
UNDERWEAR
ALL WEIGHTS

SOLSTICE "BACKPACKER"
WATERPROOF BREATHEABLE PARKA

30* OFF

weu $159.00 now $95.00
PATAGONIA'
BACCIE SHORTS

SELECTED ROPES
AS LOW AS

89.9S

Wilderness

1544 E MARKET STREET, HARRISONBURG. VA 22801 PH 703-434-7234
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Summer Courses
for
University Credit

1, 2, And 3 Bedroom Apartments
and Townhomes - Furnished or
Unfurnished

i

at

A Comfortable Home Off-Campus
with Washer, Dryer, DishwasheivWall
to Wall Carpet, Miniblinds and a>
Ceiling Fan

Piedmont Virginia Community College
Charlottesville, Va.

Fid

An Option for Those Choosing to
Enjoy the Privacy of Living Alone or
with Only One or Two Roommates

Sessions begin
May 22 and June 29
Day and Evening Classes

A MENEM

Swimming Pool, Tennis Courts,
Basketball, Volleyball, and Exercise
Equipment

In-State tuition $46.65 per credit hour
A Management and Maintenance
Team that Truly Cares

For a complete schedule call 804 - 961-5203 (the PVCC Office of Public Affairs)

S We Invite Von to Visit I s At: The Clubhouse, Devon Lane H
1
434-2220
g
ii£
Stop By And See What We Have to Offer You!!!
r.
Ml

l()f>

Sal
\0-5
Sun I 5
.,.,., ■,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.r^T-hrJ

IIIIIIIIIII

r^-

■

If you have questions about specific courses call
Bobbie Potter, PVCC transfer counselor, at 804-961-5264

Saturdays will be reserved for
Group Clinics. Sign up your
business today!

SKI & SKATE

Sundays will be open to the
general public.

IN-LINE SKATING

Skate clinics every Sunday at
12:00
call for Reservations & Info

$15.00 1st Day
$7.00 Each Additional Day

Skate Rentals

We Carry a Full Line of Skating and Hockey Accessories.
•.

•Rollerblade

•Hyper Wheels

•Roce(s)

•Krypton ics

•Bauer

•Lazy Legs

•California Pro

►Grind Plates

Open: Mon - Sun: 10 a.m.-7p.m. For More Information Call: 703-433-7201
51 D. Burgess ftoad, Harrisonburg • East Market St. (US 33) Next to Shoney's Inn
H

■

i

;

1

*Free to anyone with their own
equipment
■
*$5.00 equipment rental fee
for clinic

& Many More...

!

Clinics on both days will
begin at noon.

_

5% Off
Skate Purchase
with this coupon
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Confused About Where to Live?

Spaces left for singles only
Roommate referrals available
Each fully furnished
Call The
4 bedroom apartment
Commons
comes with:
Free Cable television
today
at
(a $650 savings - includes
THE
432-0600
COMMON^
HBO/HTS/MTV/ESPN/etc.)
r\
Double bed in each bedroom
and get off
Full size washer and dryer
5 Telephone hookups - one in the
Office Hours
campus
Mon. - Fri. 9 - 5:30
kitchen and one in each bedroom
Sat 11 - 4:00
this fall!
5 Cable hookups - one in the
Sun. 10:30 - 2:30
■1

PWCELL
PARK

^111

J+T

JJ

/ -»,

JAMES
MAWSCN
UNIVERSITY

k.
/Sf
w?

living room and one
in each bedroom
Built in microwave oven
Patio or balcony
Free Water and Sewer
Free trash pick-up
Full-time maintenance

869-B PORT REPUBLIC RD.

/

FOR RENT
3, 4 ft SBR unit* available Furnished or unfurnished. Apple
Real Estate, Inc. (703)433-9576
5-BR townhous* - Furnished;
walking distance; singles o.k.,$190240/mo.; one-year lease (August
'95-Augusl '96); W/D; (703)4505008.
1BR, Grace St. - Walk to class.
A/C, laundry (acilities, appliances;
year lease, $340/mo; 9 mo.,
$350/mo.; 6 mo., $360/mo.
Available June 1 to Sept. 1. 4347373/434-1173
3 ft 4-BR condos - At University
Place, fully furnished, W/D, DW,
close lo campus. 10 & 12 mo. leases. Dannie at The Prudential. 4345150.
3-BR townhouses - At Madison
Square. Furnished, W/D, DW. 2 1/2
baths, close to campus. 10 & 12
mo. leases. Dannie at The
Prudential, 434-5150.
Hunter's Ridge condos - As low
as $180/mo. per person, some with
new carpetsl Call Joe at The
Prudential, 434-5150.
Large 4-BR townhouies - At
Country Club Court. Furnished &
unfurnished units. Full-size W/D,
DW, 2 1/2 baths, quiet. Dannie at
The Prudential, 434-5150.
6 people to occupy very nice
6BR - 3 bath, fully furnished townhouse at University Court beginning
Aug. 15. All appliances plus W/D
Included. Individual leases available at S200/person Reserve this
unit before April 1 & save $600 on
the security deposit. Call today,
Coldwell Banker, 434-1173.
2 apts. available in older home 2-BR unit available June 1 at
$220/person; 3-BR unit at
$l90/person also available June 1.
The cosl for water & heat will be
included in the rent for each unit.
Each unit will share a backyard &
front porch. Call for appt. at
Coldwell Banker, 434-1173.
4-BR townhouse - Large BRs, 2
1/2 baths, lots ol storage, low utility
bills, excellent condition, quiet.
Dutchmill Court. $185/person. 3 BR
also available, $175/person.
Individuals or groups. 434-2100
One Hunter'* Ridge 5-BR apt.
leftl Call Joe at The Prudential
Property Management. 434-5150.
3BRs at Hunter's Ridge? Call Joe
& find out how you can live at
Hunter's Ridge with a group of
three. 434-5150, Prudenlial
Property Management.
Summer sublet - May-August.
Call Kelly or Trang, 433-1579.
2BR apt. - 501 S. High St.
Available August 11. 1 year lease,
$200/mo. per BR. 432-3979, anytime.
Singles welcome - University
Place. Year lease. $l75/mo.
Second semester only, $l507mo.
Completely furnished^ very nice.
432-3979, anytime.
University Place - 4BR, completely furnished, new paint, new carpet,
water furnished, W/D, DW, A/C,
refrigerator/icemaker. Let's deal

432-3979

Someone to aubleaaa lor May
until August - Huntefs Ridge townhouses. $l50/negoiiable. Please
contact Amie Douglas, 434-4960.
Double wide trailer with deck On farm. 2BRs, 8 miles from JMU.
Available August 20. 234-9781
Summer sublet - Female. MayAugust available. Clean. Rent
negotiable. 433-6341
Summer sublet - May-August.
4BR available. Can 434-3491.
Forest Hills - Sublet 1 BR, JuneAugust. Call Scott at 433-3691.
Moving to Northern Virginia? 2
recent JMU grads looking for 3rd
person for 3BR apt. in Alexandria
VA. Private bath, W/D, pool!
$390/rno plus utilities. Available
May/June 1995. Call (703)8252360, ask for Jarrett.

\
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CHRISTOPHEL
PROPERTIES
4BR - $740/mo.
3BR - $525/mo.
2BR - $360-$430/mo.
1BR-$325/mo.
Dutch Mill Court,
Rosedale, Ohio Ave.
Quiet, good condition,
energy efficient,
individuals or groups.
Caring Management

434-2100
Female roommate '95-'96 S106/mo. Utilities included. 4339416
2BR apt. - 1 1/2 bath, W/D, DW,
huge living room. Pet permitted.
$4l5-$430, includes water &
sewer. Flexible lease term. 5644396

MAPISQN TERRACE
- One Block From The Quad 1 BR = $325
2BR = $400
SBR a $525
Units include: Heat, Hot Water,
Refuse, Laundry Facility, New
Carpets, Etc
Check these out before
they are gone!!!!
Call Dannie ft The Prudential
Property Management, 434-5150
House - 3 1/2 blocks from JMU.
South Main St. Available June.
Large yard. Beautiful condition.
433-2126
University Court - 4 or 5 BR,
pool. W/D, 3 1/2 baths 433-2126
Summer sublet - Apt., 1BR.
Great condition, $150. Call Allison,
433-5599.

J-M Apartments
434-1847 or
434-3882
1-BR Apt. S295/mo.
2-BR Apt. S380/mo.
4-BR Apt. S640/mo.
or S160/person
All apts. near Cantrell Bridge.
One of the closest complexes
to JMU!
Owner/Manager!
The good apartments go first
so come by and see usl
Roommste needed - Spring '96.
House on Main SI. Call Amy, 4345249.
Roommate wanted - Great 3BR
house, close to campus for May
term or longer. Rent negotiable.
Call 568-6585, ask for Mark.
3BRs available for summer Sublease in the Commons for
$180/mo. Call Britt, Tony or Steve
at 564-2808.
Summer sublet - May-August,
1 BR. Cheap! Bart, 434-7106.
Sublease U. Place - 3BR. MayAugust available All calls welcome.
432-1835
Female roommate '95-'96 Madison Gardens. 568-5958 or
433-1874.
Need two roommates - For awesome old house. 15 min walk to
campus. $190/mo. Starts June 1 or
possibly August 1. Call 433-7285.
Summer sublet - $100/mo. MayAugust. Very close lo school, furnished. 433-4850
SBR, 2 baths furnished condo Water/sewer included, W/D, MW,
roommate placement, bus service,
$195 or $225 with private bath.
433-8822
Large 3BR apt. - $i60/mo. &
equal share of utilities. Available
June 1. Off-street parking, close to
downtown, 15 mm. walking distance to campus. Lease, deposit.
433-1873

3BRs available in
Campus Condos for next year.
Fully furnished, W/D, walking
distance to campus, $200/mo.
Please call Tony or Britt
at 564-2808
for more info ft a walk-through.
4BR, 2 baths furnished condo Water/sewer included, W/D, MW,
roommate placement, deck, bus
service lo campus. $185/person.
433-8822
'95-'96 lease - Furnished 4BR,
College Station; 3BR, Madison
Square. 434-3397

Newll
New!!
4-BR
2 Full Baths
Washer & Dryer
Dishwasher &
Garbage Disposal
2 1/2 blocks to JMU
Park at your own door
$640 or S160/person
434-3882
Room for rent - June-August.
Price negotiable. Call Van, 4326048.
May/June sublet - Hunter's Ridge,
unisex! Please make offer, 4326002.

One Month Free III!
2 ft 3 BR units with large study.
All major appliances including
W/D, DW, A/C, etc....
Close to campus!
Call Dannie at the Prudential.
434-5150
Summer aublet - Gingerbread
House. Rent negotiable. Call Lisa,

434-6484.
Sublet - Spacious home, near
campus, W/D, rent negotiable. 4326932, Todd.
House available - Second week of
July. 734 South High. 4BRs, up to 5
people,
no
pets.
$850.
Rent/deposit. 433-3395. message.
Sublease - University Place.
ASAP until July 31, $150. Call 5687168.
Commons, Forest Hills - Summer
sublease. Call Marc, 434-5427.
Hunter's Ridge townhouse - 2 or
4 friends to take our lease next
semester. Great location, near bus
stop, beautiful view. Brian, 4320615.
Sublet - Olde Mill, May 9 - August
15. Real cheap! Call Jonathan,
433-0481
Spacious 1BR apt. on S. Main Semi-fumished. Includes utilities,
$350/mo. 5 min. walk to campus.
Available May. Call Cindy at 4340865.

FOR SALE
Good Prices On
GREAT COMPUTERS
Many In Stock
Buy Now!
Excellent Graduation
Presents!
JMU Computer
Program
JMU Bookstore
568-3989
Call Or Stop By Today!
Cheap furniture - $10 desk;
beautiful cedar wardrobe, $30 Jen,
432-6932
Nolan Ryan rookie card - Near
mint, $750. Call Joe, 434-8569.
Loft for sale - $30. Call Trish al
x4659.

Doug must sell fish & aquarium
stuff by graduation. 433-6647
"72 V.W. Bus - Super condition,
$3,400. Call Joe alter 3:30 p.m.,
434-8569.
Queen size mattress, boxsprlng
& frame, cheap! Call Kim, 4330652.

HELP WANTED
$1,750 weekly possible mailing
our circulars. For info, call
(202)298-9065.
Summer jobs - Positions available in Charlottesville or Northern
Virginia. Earn $3,500-$7,000 with
Student
Services
Moving
Company, Inc. Training, travel,
bonuses, lips. Call (800)76MOVE1
for more info or an application

WANTED
Qualified Instructors
for Gymnastics
Summer Camp
Good Pay & Great
Experience
For further info,
call
Michael King
433-3427
Alaska summer employment Fishing industry. Earn lo $3,000$6000+/mo.
+
benefits.
Male/Female. No experience necessary. (206)545-4155, ext.A53253
Live-in nannies needed - For prescreened families in VA & MD;
$200-$300 weekly + benefits; can
attend college nites; ongoing local
Interviews; call The Nanny Factor,
(800)232-6269; year round positions only.
Student Assistant Needed
University Relations
May and Summer, 1995
15 hours/week
Good office & organizational skills
required. Submit state application
to Wilson, Room 307
by April 29th
Attention - Excellent income lor
home assembly work. Info,
(504)646-1700, Dept. VA-4806.
New Graduates:
Small growing business in NoVA
looking lor a motivated, energetic,
self-starter with a good G.P.A. lo
assist in expansion of our company. Great opportunity to get in at
the ground floor! Fax resume to
Andy at (703)321-9706.
International employment - Earn
up to $25-$45/hr. teaching basic
conversational English In Japan,
Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching
background or Asian languages
required. For info call (206)6321146, ext. J533253.
Summer Employment
Children's Activities
If you're interested in providing
care & activities for school-age
children over the summer months,
we can help!
ChildCare Connection,
Rockingham Memorial Hospital's
child care resource ft referral service, will train you ft connect you
with parents in the Harrisonburg
area who need your services for
their children over the summer.
Students in early ft middle education, health sciences, art, music,
social work ft more can get handson experience while earning
money for the summer.
Come to an Informational meeting
on Friday, April 28,10 a.m.
ChildCare Connection offices,
lower level of Wine-Price Hall.
Call to register at
RMH Women's Health Focus,
433-4641.

Live In Richmond? Call Remedy
ft get business experience at top
firms this summer! See display ad
"You're Hired". Can (804)379-7614,
(804)270-4429, or (804)222-1548
lor appointment. EOE/Never a fee.

SERVICES
Yard sale! This Ssturday, 537
Mason St.; furniture, clothes, etc

"Mister Chips"

Summer jobs in Reston, Fairfax,
Falls Church! Call Remedy
Staffing, (703)715-9144. See display ad under "You're Hired" for
more info. Call our Reston oflice lor
appointment! EOE/Never a lee

EXAM WEEK HOURS
April 30 - May 6

Environment research firm is hiring polite, reliable people preferably
with office & computer experience
to conduct telephone interviews
(No sales). Flexible, part-time
evening shifts, Monday-Saturday,
$5/hr. lo start. Apply at 130 Franklin
Si., Monday-Friday between 2p.m.6p.m.; no phone calls please.

Sun. 11 a.m. -1 a.m.
Mon., Tue. & Wed.
7:30 a.m. - 1 a.m.
Thur. 7:30 a.m. - Mid.
Fri. 7:30 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Sitter - 5/30-9/1, 2-3 days/week
lor two children. Call 433-1393.
Great for college students! Work
in NOVA/Maryland with other students. Earn $6-$10/hr. painting.
Call Kevin, x5939 or Warren. 5642830.
Landscaping - Part-time labor
needed late April thru late June.
Five miles north of Harrisonburg.
Own transportation required. 5683087orVAX:ROOFBM.
Part-time job 15-20 hrs/week Manage a sales territory ft call our
customers around the country.
Business to business sales of training videos. Not a high-pressure
telemarketing job. Develop your
communication ft organizational
skills. Possible internship opportunity. $5.75/hr. plus commission &
bonuses. Need someone who will
be here this summer & like to work
in the fall. No experience necessary. Outgoing personality a plus.
Apply in person at 122 S. Main St.,
Room 208.
Fortune 500 - Financial services
company is now hiring. No
exprience necessary. Company
training. Part-time ft full-time positions available. Brett, 434-5331.
Childcare wanted - Through
Summer. For interview call 4330785, leave message.
Earn $500 or more weekly stuffing
envelopes at home. Send long
SASE to Country Living Shoppers,
Dept. M18, P.O. Box 1779,
Denham Springs, LA 70727.
Summer help - Alexandria.
International moving company.
Pack & load international shipments of household goods. Start
$6.25. Call (800)827-5467 for application.
Part-time delivery person for local
furniture store Phone 433-0909.
Enthusiastic, outgoing, good driving record, able to lift 75 lbs to
work at Canoe Outfitters. Full-time
ft part-time. (703)743-4159
Looking lor childcare - In the
Fall semester. We have two
daughters, ages 12 ft six.
Applicant needs transportation to
residence in town ft may be
requested to drive children to activities. We need someone from
3 p.m. to 5 p.m., Mondays-Fridays.
We will pay $7/hr. If interested,
please call x3473/x6205.

LOST & FOUND
Lost ferret, male!
Will not bite.
Lost on South Main St.
4/19/95.
Call Gina. 433-7399.
Reward! Reward!
Reward!
Lost - Small brown/black cat
Reward lor "Killian"! Call 432-6002.
Lost - Two valuable papers on
Monday afternoon in Theatre II or
Wilson parking lot. Reward. Call
434-2262.

This is the last Breeze
of the semester.

Good Luck on Finals

Congratulations
Graduates!
<

CASH FOR
TEXTBOOKS!
HIGHEST
PRICES
GUARANTEED!
(except for a limited number of
textbooks the bookstore pays
1/2 price for)

AND
WE WILL EVEN
COME
& GET THEM
FROM YOUR
DORM ROOM OR
APARTMENT!
CALL:
Ben, x5356
Bob, 434-3136
or Steve, 433-8794.
NOTICE
For more Information and
assistance regarding the investigation of financing business
opportunities ft work-at-home
opportunities, contact the
Better Business Bureau Inc., at

(703) 342-3455.

WANTED
Graduates - Moving to NoVA?
JMU alum seeks female non-smoker in Reston. $425/mo. includes
fully furnished living room, dining
room, kitchen ft membership to
The Health Club of Reston, 1 mile
kom Town Center. Call (703)8340425
»
Roommate needed - For a
Hunter's Ridge townhouse with 2
guys, $240/mo. including utilities ft
maid service. Call Tom at 4335260.
One or two people wanted - To
sublease for May, summer or both
in Olde Mill Village. Rooms available May 7. Rent negotiable. 4339946
Wanted - Bike, free. Matt. Box
\3126 or (703)778-5153.
dale or female roommate wanted
2BR, upperclass or graduate preferred, 11 mo. lease. Call-Liz/Mere,
433-1715.
Congratulations Breeze graduates! Good luck.

PERSONALS

Congratulations
to the
Kappa Class.

Congratulation* & Good Luck
to the Graduating Senior*
otAKf
Brian Boyd
Bruce Clarke
Berry Elmer
Tanya Einarson
Christine Harris
Kerry Hough
Kim Ketter
Julia Mitchell
Carrie Serum
Trlcia Thomasson
Tina Uperti
Gary Vaughan
Trlna Williams
... don't be a atranger.

Heather Blackwell
Dan Catlaw
Tonya Connor
Joy Marie D'Agostino
Todd Donaghue
Dara Goodman
Lisa Jenkins
Sharon Pelt*
Heather Pryce
Heather Rauschenberg
Hillary Roberts
Brad Sandella
Angela Smith
Jason Todd
Amy Williams
Greg Wilson

Come In & show student ID &
receive $3 ofl any service at The
Studio. 434-8188.

A huge thank you to White Hall
for an awesome year. Love, Smak.

Do you want to save $300?
II you will be a lull-time commuter
student lor the '95-'96 school year,
you can save $300 in utility
deposits with the Utility Deposit
Assistance Program. Just go to the
Cashier's Office with $20 CASH &
fHI out a UDAP contract. Contracts
will also be available at the Center
for Off-Campus Living located in
the first floor of Taylor Hall from
April 24-28. Contracts need to be
taken out only by those students
whose names will be on utility bills.
Questions? Call the COCL at
x6828.

Welcome to nKE!!!

Donate vehicles, land, artwork*,
etc. to charity benefiting homeless.
Tax deductible. Call 432-6653 or
(800)368-3541.
CILLIA IMPROV-ATHON
see a 24 hr. improv show
for JMU
price a donation to Mercy House
place ■ Hillside Lounge
date = Saturday, April 29, noon
C2.a2 + b2
Be there or be squared
Sorority Rush Signups! Today &
tomorrow on the commons from 11
a.m. - 3 p.m. The registration fee is
$25

Congratulations to all Sigma
Kappa graduating Seniors! We love
you S we'll miss you! Best of luck!
Love S HTH, ZK.

Hey Girlies - What will I ever do
without you? Remember, the purple
moose will fly tonight. Get psyched!
Love, Shante.

Kenny Rublee
Solo-Acoustic
Eclectic Tunes
Clayborne's Dinnerhouse
Thursday Nights
8-10 p.m.

MEET
NEW PEOPLE
THE FUN WAY
TODAY

1-800-776-6600
Ext 2689
$2.99 per mm. Must be IS yr*. old.
Procan Co., (602)954-7420.

••••

James Madison

JMU BOOKSTORE
The staff of the JMU
Bookstore would like to
thank JMU faculty,
students & other patrons
for your business
this year!
Have a great summer
everyone! I!
Summer Session Hours:
Monday - Friday
8 a.m. - S p.m.
Considering
adoption?
Affectionate, loving married couple
unable to have children desires
infant to adopt. Legal & confidential. Please call Steve & Katie collect at (703)971-3725.

K<ck*(( Gamma

t
f>A>fy

Great Food & Beverage Specials
Thursday, May 11 at 9:00 PM
-<-c

Good-bye A Good Luck to the
graduating Seniors of Pi Sigma
Epsilon. We will miss you.

Kenny Rublee
Solo-Acoustic
Eclectic Tunes
Clayborne's Dinnerhouse
Thursday Nights
8-10 p.m.
Whooeel Cillia will perform a 24
hr. improv show to benefit Mercy
House. Help out & laugh from 12
noon to 12 noon starting on
Saturday, Hillside Lounge, April 29.
cillia cillia cillia
Good-bye friends, I'll mis* you!
God
bless.
Love,
Karen.
1Cor12:27-31
JMU
Graduation Day Hour*
Saturday, May 6th

f><

WIN6TON6
OF GEORGETOWN

202/333-3150

9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
'Stop by for last minute
commencement purchase* for
your special graduation
A alumni gifts!

3295 M Street, N.W. • Georgetown, D.C. 20007
Ages 18 and over welcome

Four Star Pizza

Now
Good Luck On Finals!
Hiring
Congrats Seniors!
Drivers
Studying Alone?
Studying Partners?

0

12" One Toppin

14" One Topping

or

Group Studying
"The General"

16" One Topping

20" One Topping

^■Don't Forget, We Also Deliver Subs-»*K

33-3776
Free Delivery

11 ■

■ ■'

^CWill accept
competitor's
coupons
Some Restrictions Apply
Ends May 5

®
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GRADUATING SENIORS
HERE'S A SIMPLE EQUATION

+
C0FCV)N>^

d

(FREE gift)

(Very Satisfied You)

You don't have to be a math major to
know that this adds up in your favor.
Apply for a Commonwealth One Visa
and receive Career Starter absolutely FREE! It's a
practical guide to finding and getting the job you
want.

Dreams for sale •
Now 20% OFF!

• •

Alii 994 Models

And our Visa could equal big savings for you, too.
With no annual fee, a low 13.9% APR, and a
balance transfer option, you could save money
over higher interest rate credit cards.
It's easy to receive your free copy of Career Starter.
If you are already a Commonwealth One member,
simply stop by the Gibbons Hall branch and complete a Visa application. If you're not a member of
Commonwealth One, take a moment to complete a
membership application first. Don't wait! There are
only 200 copies of Career Starter available!

e

' Launch toward the horizon
with any one of Gary Fisher's
latest line of custom mountain
bikes. In 1995, Fisher's legend
goes on with seventeen
great ways to challenge

earth and sky. Top Performance
OCLV carbon racing rigs put the
space age at your command
USA-welded aluminum models
make light out of toughness.

GARY FISHER

CommonVfealth One

Also, $30 of

Federal Credit Union

This offer vaM for graduating seniors only. Proof of student status may be requested. Membership at COFCU required
to obtanVISA and receive free gift. To inquire about eligibility, cal[568-7831 APR=annual percentage rate _

432-0280
774 E. Market St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(Just down the street
- from Papa Johns)-

;;..

with purchase
of a 95 modd
.»»»

-4
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Got The Pre-Exam Blues?

These Prices Are Guaranteed To Cheer You Up!
Cheese
1-Topping
2 or 3 Toppings

Medium
$5.00
$6.00
$7.00

TWO Pi2ZaS (Up to 3 Toppings)

$12.00

Large
$6.00
$7.00
$8.00
$14.00

(ALL PRICES INCLUDE TAX)

All Medium Pizzas Receive 2 FREE Drinks
All Large Pizzas Receive 4 FREE Drinks
All Pizza Orders Receive FREE Ranch Dressing
r.

GATTTS DELIVERY HOTLINE
Delivery Times:
Sun-Thurs 11 a.m. -1 a.m.
Fri and Sat 11 a.m. -2 a.m.
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